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Abstract

Seasonal differences in in vine yield need to be managed to ensure appropriate
fruit composition at harvest. Differences in yield are the result of changes in vine
management (e.g. the number of notes retained after harvest) and weather con-
ditions (in particular, temperature) at key vine development stages. Early yield
prediction enables growers to manage vines to achieve target yields and prepare
the required infrastructure for harvest.
This thesis explores Bayesian modelling approaches in three case studies, building
on an underlying understanding of grape growth processes. In doing so, the al-
gorithm developed during this thesis evolves from estimating grape bunch masses
for a solitary vineyard, to estimating bunch masses using the Dirichlet distribution,
to finally being used in a Bayesian hierarchical modelling framework to estimate
bunch masses for multiple vineyards. Each model is described in detail, with
results discussed in depth. Further insights are given to how the model can be
utilised in other parts of grape bunch mass prediction, highlighting considerations
for the industry.
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Variable Description

α0,α1 The asymptote parameters for the double sigmoidal model

β0, β1 The inflection point parameters for the double sigmoidal model.

γ0, γ1 The slope parameters for the double sigmoidal model.

IG(a,b) Prior distribution of the precision parameter τ , with parameters a and b. IG stands for the Inverse-Gamma distribution.

N(µ , τ) Stands for the normal distribution, with mean µ , and precision τ .

TN(µ , τ , 0) The left-truncated normal distribution, truncated at 0.

µα The population mean for a parameter α

τα Population precision for parameter α .

mα , tα mean and precision of hyperprior distribution of µα

aα , bα parameters of hyperprior distribution for the population precision.

g(θ) The prior distribution

g(y|θ) The likelihood function

g(θ |y) Posterior distribution

q(.) The proposal distribution used in the MCMC sampling procedures.

Z, n measured bucket masses (g), Z, alongside the number of bunches in the bucket, n. Z = ∑
k
i=1 yi

w, wnew Vector of individual Dirichlet weights used in the sampling procedure for the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm.

Table 1: Table of variable definitions for the thesis
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The wine industry is an increasingly important part of the New Zealand economy.
According to a Westpac 2019 report (Clark, 2019), there were 308 million litres of
wine produced, approximately equivalent to 1.2% of the global wine production,
making New Zealand the 16th largest producer in the world. The tourism industry
in New Zealand also flourishes as a result of people wishing to experience the wine
industry first-hand. The 2019 annual report by New Zealand Wine suggested that
spending by ”wine tourists” was as much as $3.2b. (Wine, 2020).

Statistics like these imply a motivation to find ways of improving the wine
industry in any feasible way. There is an understanding by vineyard owners about
their expectations of harvest yield, typically due to the experience they have gar-
nered over many years growing grapes. The timing of inflorescence/berry appear-
ances on vines in the growing season gives a good indication as to how much yield
can be provided come the end of the season. This, combined with various man-
agement practices conducted throughout the season, allow wine makers to achieve
their economic targets.

The wine industry would like to predict the yield as early as possible. Issues
with current practises in predicting grape yield revolve around the human error
component. Due to the similarities in colours between the flower clusters (inflo-
rescences) and the canopy, it is possible for inflorescences to be missed. This
means that the number of clusters can be miscounted. This is as much due to
the biology of the vines, as it is to the people who count the inflorescences. This
project aims to alleviate some of these issues, by creating a tool which is able to
predict grape yield based on a variety of factors. This PhD project operates as part
of a greater project, to create a more robust grape yield prediction system.

To assist the wine industry, the Grape Yield Analyser project was established
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to produce a tool which could produce more accurate yield predictions. This
involves developing sensor based equipment that can be attached to a platform,
and moved between vine rows to capture images of the rows. These images can
then be transformed to determine the number of grape bunches, as well as their
size or mass (GYA, 2019). Part of the software in the equipment being developed
will then be able to predict how those bunches and berry sizes will relate to a final
yield at harvest.

This thesis outlines the Bayesian modelling component of the project. Achiev-
ing this, there will be benefits to the industry by supporting better crop manage-
ment, smoother processing, and market forecasting based on capacity to supply.

There are many advantages to implementing this technology over current or
historical practices. To begin with, the manual labour required to destructively
sample the grapes and measure them would no longer be required. Instead this
work can be put into taking the images that could be put into the artificial intelli-
gence algorithm in the sensor, and inputting previous growing seasons’ data into
the tool to get predictions. In these cases, the more data that is provided, the more
accurate the predictions will be, as the output will be more representative of the
growth seen in the specific vineyard.

Data was provided in multiple increments. The first datasets received were
associated with a single vineyard which provided grape bunch mass measurements
over three growing seasons, the 2016/17, 2017/18 and 2018/19 growing seasons.
This data is examined in detail in Chapter 6. Chapters 7 and 8 work on data that
was received shortly after, related to two different sets of data: The first is a dataset
from Pernod Ricard, for the 2008/09 growing season, the second a larger set of
data containing information on bucket masses, their way of specifying the weights
for a collection of grape bunch masses.

For prediction, knowledge of grape growth is necessary. A double sigmoidal
curve is implemented, which allows for the various growing stages for grapes.
Once information from these parts, along with region-specific historical and cli-
mate data, are retrieved, a Bayesian modelling framework can then integrate these
together into a system which can then provide an estimate of the grape yield at the
end of the season. The motivation for using it is based on its ability to produce
dynamic predictions for the grape yield. This means that when new data is added
to the model (in the form of any of the aforementioned data sets), it is combined
with expert knowledge or previous updates from the Bayesian model, called “prior
information”, and updates the prediction. As a result, the estimates will typically
contain less error.

The thesis will be set up as follows: A review of existing approaches to mod-
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elling and predicting grape growth is carried out, with a view to explore potential
improvements which can be attained through this methodology, in Chapter 2. An
outline of some important concepts pertaining to Bayesian Modelling is provided
in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 looks at the origin and implementation of the double
sigmoidal model, upon which the final yield predictions can be made. An intro-
duction to the use of the Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm is provided in Chapter 5,
with Chapter 6 implementing it on grape bunch mass data, to explore the impacts
of prior assumptions for the parameters of the double sigmoidal model. Chapter 7
introduces the Bayesian Hierarchical Model, which is used to analyse some grape
bunch mass data provided by Pernod Ricard over a number of vineyards. Chap-
ter 8 extends on the work done in the previous chapter by considering the data
in a different format, looking at additions that must be made to the algorithm to
adapt to this information. Chapter 9 looks at directly considering the impacts of
climate variables, and how they can be incorporated into the Bayesian modelling
framework. Chapter 10 presents some final thoughts on the performances of the
Bayesian models used to model grape yield.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Factors affecting Grape Growth
This section provides a review of papers which have provided thorough assess-
ments of the possible factors which influence grape growth, and therefore grape
yield. In doing so, there will be a clearer understanding of the many considera-
tions that need to be made in the model used in this project, so that the final yield
estimates reflect the underlying processes.

Trought (2005) provides an analysis of the possible factors that influence the
quality of wine. Factors that influence grape yield are also considered. The pa-
per considers the possibility of predicting the size of grape crops by considering
two factors: weather conditions (heat and rainfall) from the previous 12 months,
as well as the size of the previous year’s harvest. Aside from this, there are also
discussions on the impact that the yield has on the quality of the wine which is
produced. From this analysis, the author stresses the importance of “anticipating
the potential yield”, as this is hugely important in managing the quality of the
wine produced. First and foremost, however, it is worth noting that the yield for
a season is dependent on the product of factors such as shoots per hectare, inflo-
rescences per shoot, flowers per inflorescence, fruit-set, and berry weight. The
yield is also the end result of the events which have transpired in the previous 18
months. Next, temperatures during bunch initiation (i.e. inflorescence) proved to
be important. According to Jackson (2000) (cited by Trought (2005)), the temper-
ature during this period leads to the improved development of different parts of
the grapevine. Over the flowering period, it was seen that, in a study by MacGre-
gor (2000), the bunch number per shoot increased linearly with the temperature
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during inflorescence initiation. Also, the average bunch weight showed a sigmoid
pattern in reference to the temperature at flowering. Interesting results were pro-
vided when considering Growing Degree Days (GDD), which is a measure of heat
accumulation over the growing season. In the studies conducted, it was observed
that in the 2000 season, a warmer than average spring meant that the GDD was
higher than usual. However, a colder than average December and January resulted
in a lower than average GDD. This resulted in a low yield. Using this measure
when comparing actual and estimated yield gave a R2 value of 0.92.

Vasconcelos et al. (2009) provide an in-depth analysis of the flowering process
of Vitis vinifera grapes. In doing so, there a few environmental factors which
were discussed that had an impact on the flowering of the grapevine. According
to the paper, these factors are believed to influence the flowering by changing
the chemical composition of the plant, impacting both endogenous hormones and
their impact of vine photosynthesis particularly. The amount of light available
to the vines is believed to be related to the fruitfulness (given by the number of
clusters per shoot). Issues with photosynthesis are believed to result from a lack of
light (Shaulis and Smart (1974), as cited by Vasconcelos et al. (2009)). There were
reports of interior shoots having lower rates of photosynthesis, because of lower
light levels. The influence of the next factor, temperature, on yield is suggested
to occur mainly during the 12 months before flowering, during an initiation stage
referred to as “inflorescence primordia”. Srinivasan and Mullins (1981) say that
to have the maximum number of possible inflorescences, it may not be essential to
have a continuous period of high temperatures but to only have a period of 4 to 5
hours of high temperature. In general, it seems that temperatures need to be above
20◦C for the best initiation for flowering, but this can change slightly depending
on the geographical location, as well as the species of grape. Water stress was also
discussed as a potential inhibitor of flowering, as “vine water status” is known to
influence bud fertility. This is either directly by the amount of water which is
available during processes which occur around the period of cell-division, and
also its impact on photosynthesis of the vine ((Loveys and Kriedemanni, 1973),
cited by Vasconcelos et al. (2009)). At the start of the growing season, a lack of
available water inhibits the division and enlargement of the cells in grapes, which
results in reduced berry sizes (Matthews and Anderson, 1989). In some cases, it
has been seen that winter rainfall in non-irrigated vineyards allowed there to be
enough water available to help the vines last through the flowering process.
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2.2 Modelling Approaches
This section gives a brief overview of some of the different approaches to crop
yield predictions. There are three main approaches: surveys, statistical models,
and crop simulation models. The following sections give an outline into what
work has been done in each of the three areas, going over the crops that they have
been used on. A brief review from Basso and Liu (2019) will give some insight
into the advantages and disadvantages of each of the approaches.

2.2.1 Field Surveys
Field surveys done close to the harvest period of crops act as a ’basis for the final
forecast of crop yield’ (Nandram et al., 2014). Keller et al. (2004) implemented
an approach of combining correlated unbiased estimators to produce an agricul-
tural yield indicator, by combining estimates from multiple surveys, into a single
prediction. This work began a series of papers, continued by Wang et al. (2012),
who noted that the complexity of the different data sources involved in the process
meant that it was not possible to utilise simple analytical methods. In the presence
of incomplete or inadequate data, any attempts to perform early yield prediction
are affected badly. They propose a Bayesian hierarchical modelling scheme de-
signed to bring together information from multiple repeated surveys, and use this
to produce dynamic forecasts of the end-of-season yield. The information from
these surveys is combined with “auxiliary information”, such as weather condi-
tions, as well as information on maturity and planting date of the corn crops.

Nandram et al. (2014) develop a tool to perform forecasting of corn yield, on a
state level in the United States instead of the overall region level that was looked at
in Wang et al. (2012). Extensions into crops other than corn are considered, with
Adrian (2012) looking at soybean yields.They claim that historically, the yield
forecasts conducted by the Agricultural Statistics Board (ASB) were subjective,
because the estimations are made by a group of commodity specialists. Their
estimation procedures are said to not be reproducible, difficult to document and
have no indication regarding the uncertainty of the estimates they produce. Cruze
(2015, 2016) use a Bayesian Hierarchical Modelling approach to estimate winter
wheat yield, drawing upon some changes that Adrian (2012) made to the original
specification of the model. Benecha et al. (2018, 2019) finish this series of papers
by implementing the Bayesian hierarchical model for upland cotton. Benecha
et al. (2018) looks to extend the model to account for heterogeneities in yield,
production, weather and other factors within a state, with Benecha et al. (2019)
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performing covariate selection to identify the optimal set of covariates for the
model.

2.2.2 Statistical Models
Statistical models, such as regression models, are able to use various agrometeoro-
logical parameters to from the area to assist in producing seasonal yield forecasts.
This approach has been used in a variety of areas, namely wheat (Manjunath et al.,
2002; Qian et al., 2009; Guo and Xue, 2012), groundnut (Challinor et al., 2003),
rice (Raja et al., 2014) and barley (Alvarez, 2009). With respect to data sources
used in forecasting the crop yield, climate was a major contributor. For exam-
ple temperature, precipitation, sunshine hours/solar radiation and relative humid-
ity. In some cases, information from larger-scale atmospheric circulation patterns
were used in the modelling procedure, such as the Southern Oscillation and North
Atlantic Oscillation patterns (Ceglar et al., 2017). Climatic factors worked well
in conjunction with crop physiology-related variables can also be incorporated
into the statistical models such as Leaf Area Index (LAI), which was used in con-
junction with accumulated rainfall, by Dalla Marta et al. (2015) and Fortin et al.
(2011).

Agronomic variables related to management decisions can be incorporated
into models as well by looking at management factors like human labour and
machinery (Hamedani et al., 2015), as well as fertilizer usage (Matsumura et al.,
2015). Finally, information from the soon-to-be discussed crop simulation models
can be used as parameters in a statistical model (Mavromatis, 2014, 2016; Scian,
2004). Remote sensing approaches can also be used in statistical models to per-
form seasonal forecasts. This can be useful when there are sensors that provide
information on within-season crop, soil, and weather information (Basso and Liu,
2019).

2.2.3 Crop-simulation Models
Bouman et al. (1996) state the origin of crop models was to understand the un-
derlying physiological mechanisms from which crops grew. These models, use
weather, soil, crop and management information as inputs into the simulation of
plant development and growth. This enables future yield prediction. In the end,
Di Paola et al. (2016) list the three main reasons in which crop-simulation models
can be useful:
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• Provide a tool for decision-making, particularly under harsher conditions
(Bryant and Snow, 2008; Van Diepen et al., 1989), or making the best
out of investment decisions, in mitigating risks and managing opportuni-
ties (Waongo et al., 2014).

• Aid in reproducing complex systems of weather-soil-plants interactions (de Vries,
1989), as well as look at the potential impact of climate change on crop
growth and yield (Boote et al., 1996).

• Assist high-level decision makers in suitably planning for agro-environmental
and agro-food systems (Vermeulen et al., 2013), particularly when dealing
with climate change.

Basso and Liu (2019), focussing on grains, state that the end-of-season yield
can be obtained using crop simulation models. This is done by using information
derived from known soil and management information, weather information, and
parameters derived from calibrated crop genetics. Climate variables are vastly
important in crop simulation models too. Due to the inability to clearly predict
the weather ahead by a few months, it is difficult to produce precise predictions,
particularly around the date of maturity of crops. When this information is not
available in real-time, it is necessary to use weather simulation models to act as a
proxy (Hansen and Indeje, 2004). There are numerous approaches listed by Basso
and Liu (2019) to create or prepare weather data. This data can be used as an input
into crop simulation models to obtain end-of-season crop yields. These range from
relying solely upon using historical weather scenarios, to using alongside real-
time data, satellite-derived climatic variables, or using climate forecast models to
act as inputs into the crop simulation models.

2.2.4 Overview
Basso and Liu (2019) presented a comprehensive review and critique of season
crop yield forecast approaches, splitting the methods into three sections: Sur-
veys, statistical models, and crop simulation models. For surveys, despite it being
straightforward to obtain forecasted yield, there can be uncertainty in the fore-
casts when the surveys are conducted on a large scale. They can also be time-
consuming and there are issues with using the forecasted yield at a field scale, to
produce meaningful extrapolated forecasts to regional or national yields. For sta-
tistical models, years of good data are required to produce meaningful forecasts,
as it is assumed that the same set of independent variables would be used each
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year to perform the yield estimation. While it is noted that this makes the ap-
proach relatively simple, this is not always reasonable to expect for some nations,
particularly in developing countries. Finally, for process-based crop simulation
models, it can be difficult to parameterize the model. There are often more pa-
rameters than are used in statistical models, and there is a need to calibrate the
model to be representative of the crops whose yield are being forecasted.
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Chapter 3

Basic Theory

3.1 Introduction
In this section we will introduce Bayesian inference. Since the aim of our project
is to predict yield, we will pay special attention to the posterior predictive dis-
tribution. Finally, we will discuss the Metropolis Hastings algorithm used for
the grape bunch mass modelling as a numerical method to sample from posterior
distributions.

3.2 Bayesian Inference
Consider data y and the likelihood g(y|θ) and the prior distribution g(θ) for the
parameter of interest θ . g(θ) describes our understanding of the probable param-
eter values before the data are observed. The prior distribution incorporates the
prior information available to the researcher and may be based on the general un-
derstanding of the phenomenon or on prior experience and expert opinion. When
no information is available, the prior distributions tend to be very wide and are
often called vague. Because the choice of prior may be deemed somewhat subjec-
tive, a sensitivity analysis is often performed to see the extent to which it affects
modeling result. The posterior distribution is an update of our prior knowledge
about the model parameters, using information available from our data. For any
parameter, this distribution may be obtained from the Bayes Theorem as follows:

g(θ |y) = g(y|θ)g(θ)∫
y g(y|θ)g(θ)dy

∝ g(y|θ)g(θ) (3.1)
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Because the above derivation can rarely be done analytically, computationally in-
tensive Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods are used to produce sam-
ples from the posterior distributions for which summary statistics (such as poste-
rior mean and posterior 95% credible intervals) can then be obtained.

Assuming independence, if the data y can be divided into two batches, y1 and
y2, the equation above can be rewritten as

g(θ |y1,y2) ∝ g(y1,y2|θ)g(θ) ∝ g(y2|θ)g(y1|θ)g(θ) = g(y2|θ)g(θ |y1).

The posterior distribution of θ after observing the first batch y1 thus becomes
the prior distribution for the experiment involving y2, leading to sequential up-
dating. From a grape bunch mass prediction perspective, this can be used when
the data comes in at regular intervals. For example, consider that a vineyard has
provided 1 week’s of bunch mass measurements. With this, the posteriors of the
parameters for the model introduced in Chapter 4 can then be used as priors for the
Bayesian model when the next week’s bunch mass measurements are available.

3.2.1 Prediction
One can make inferences about an unknown observation, sometimes referred to
as predictive inference (Gelman et al., 2013). For the data y, the distribution for
an unknown but observable y can be defined as either the marginal distribution of
y, or the prior predictive distribution:

g(y) =
∫

g(y,θ)dθ =
∫

g(θ)g(y | θ)dθ

It is also possible to predict an unknown observation, ỹ, by following the same
procedure. A posterior predictive distribution for a new (future) observation ỹ
given the data y can be obtained as

g(ỹ|y) =
∫

y
g(ỹ|θ)g(θ |y)dθ .

Again, numeric methods are customarily used to obtained a sample from such
a distribution, which can then be summarised via sample statistics such as mean
and quantiles. This can be attributed to predicting grape yield for the end of the
growing season. Since the aim is to produce estimates of grape bunch mass, hav-
ing only been provided with data up to a particular point in the season, the poste-
rior predictive distribution g(ỹ|y) will need to be derived to look at the posterior
predicted mean bunch masses, along with credible intervals.
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3.3 Markov Chain Monte Carlo
When performing Bayesian Inference, the aim is to compute the full posterior
joint distribution over a set of random variables, which can then be used for fur-
ther analyses. However, due to the integral in Equation 3.1, it is not possible
to solve these kinds of problems analytically. Therefore, Markov Chain Monte
Carlo methods are used as sampling techniques, to sample from the posterior dis-
tributions, as well as these integrals, using samples generated from the posterior
distribution.

3.3.1 Metropolis/Metropolis-Hastings
The Metropolis algorithm, and its extension, the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm,
are iterative approaches to sample parameters from probability distributions, when
it may be difficult to employ a direct sampling approach (Metropolis et al., 1953;
Hastings, 1970).

For this algorithm, the stationary distribution corresponds to the posterior
marginal distributions for each of the parameters of the double sigmoidal model.
In this sense, the algorithm can be defined as the following. With g(.) correspond-
ing to the posterior distribution, described in Section 3.2, θ being the parameter
of interest and q(.) is the proposal distribution:

• Sample a candidate value θ ′ ∼ q(θ ′ | θ )

• Calculate the acceptance probability P(θ ′|θ) = g(θ ′)q(θ |θ ′)
g(θ)q(θ ′|θ)

• Accept θ ′ with probability P(.)

Important components of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm are the proposal
distributions, q(.), and acceptance probabilities, P(.). For example, take a pro-
posed value θ ′ that comes from a normal distribution, i.e.

θ
′ | θ ∼ N(θ ,τθ ) (3.2)

Choosing a large value for the precision τθ results in a high acceptance rate,
which results in the algorithm requiring an extensive number of iterations to ex-
plore the target distribution. Alongside this, it is also possible for the sampler to
get stuck in a local mode, particularly when the distribution is multimodal. Alter-
natively, having a small value for τθ leads to a low acceptance.
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In our model, for positive parameters, we use asymmetric truncated normal
distributions, which require a Metropolis-Hastings step. Otherwise, when the pro-
posal q(.) is symmetric, this Hastings ratio is 1. Such a step is called a Metropolis
step. The proposal distribution is specified as:

θ
′ | θ ∼ T N(θ ,τθ ,0) (3.3)

TN refers to a truncated normal distribution, with the additional argument of
0 meaning that the distribution is left-truncated at 0. Requiring that a parameter
remains positive like this will mean that the prior distribution assumed for this
parameter will also need to be left-truncated.

3.3.2 Gibbs Sampling
This centres around creating a set of Markov chains for the joint distributions
(Robert, 2004). There is no rejection in Gibbs Sampling, unlike the Metropolis-
Hastings algorithm described above. The Gibbs Sampler removes this step by
effectively making the acceptance rate 1 (i.e. there will always be a new set of pa-
rameter values for the model). This is done by using full conditional distributions
for the variables of interest, as the proposal distributions for each component. Fo-
cussing on a two-parameter example (with this being called a two-stage Gibbs
sampler), one can produce an algorithm that is a special case of the Metropolis-
Hastings algorithm. If θ1,t and θ2,t represent the variables of interest at time t,
t = 1...n, then the full conditionals can be defined as g(θ1,t | θ2,t), and g(θ2,t | θ1,t).
The sampling procedure then becomes:

• Sample θ1,t+1 ∼ g(θ1 | θ2,t)

• Sample θ2,t+1 ∼ g(θ2 | θ1,t+1)

At each step of the procedure, the most recent samples for the other compo-
nents (hence why θ1,t+1) was used in the second step.

A necessary condition for this, according to Robert et al. (2010) is that the
full conditionals for the variables/parameters (in this case θ1 and θ2) are feasible,
in the sense that f(θ1,θ2) are available in a closed form, up to some normalising
constant, with fθ1|θ2 and fθ2|θ1 also available. If this is not available, then approxi-
mations to Monte Carlo and MCMC methods must be used.

There are several limitations to this sampler, as noted by Yildirim (2012).
Firstly, it may not always be practical to derive the conditional distributions for
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each of the random variables in a model. Alongside this, an issue involves the
problem when there may be a posterior conditional distribution available for each
of the parameters of interest, but it is not of a known form, so drawing samples
will not be simple. The Gibbs sampler can also be inefficient, with regards to
mixing, when the algorithm spends many iterations in a local region with high
density. This means that a long time is required for the sampler to explore all of
the regions of significance for the parameter.

In cases where it may not be possible to sample directly from the full condi-
tional distributions for some of the components, there is the opportunity to use
a hybrid Gibbs sampling approach. As will be discussed in the following chap-
ters, Metropolis-Hastings steps are used to sample the parameters of the double
sigmoidal model, and a Gibbs update is used to update the error variance of the
model, given the most recent samples of the model’s parameters.

3.3.3 Diagnostics
Assessing the convergence of the Bayesian modelling procedure is important, as
it enables the user to assess the integrity of the model, as well as have more trust
in the results that are produced. In this thesis, trace plots are used to assess con-
vergence, by checking if there appears a schotastic scatter around a mean value.
The trace plots produced for all of the models used in this thesis are shown in the
Appendix, Section 11.3.
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Chapter 4

Double Sigmoidal Curves

4.1 Introduction
This chapter provides a discussion on the theory behind the double sigmoidal
curve, and its use in modelling the phenological growth of grapes in the Bayesian
modelling framework. We begin with describing the origin of the double sig-
moidal curve in modelling grape growth, which started with extensive studies by
Coombe and various associates, in Section 4.4. Part of this section looks at various
environmental factors which can have an influence on the grape growth. Then, a
various representations of the double sigmoidal curve, one of which was used to
derive the model used in the Bayesian modelling framework, will be provided in
Section 4.5. This will highlight the different ways in which this model has been
used in a variety of contexts in the past.

4.2 Grape Development
Some important terminology involved in this research includes:

• Inflorescence: The cluster of flowers seen on vines early in the growing
season, prior to berry development.

• Brix: Measure of soluble solids content in grape berries, defined as degrees.
Each degree of brix equals 1 gram of sugar per 100 grams of grape juice.

• Veráison: The onset of the ripening of grape berries. At this point, there is
a transition from berry development to berry ripening. Growth ceases for a
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period of time.

4.2.1 Grape Growth in the Marlborough region
Much of the analysis in this thesis involves estimating grape bunch masses for
vineyards around the Marlborough region, in New Zealand. Understanding the
characteristics of this region can give some useful insight into some areas that
need to be considered when analysing the data.

A number of papers have explored sources of variability in grape yield and
quality within the Marlborough region. Soil characteristics (Trought et al., 2008a)
play a significant part in this, due to discrepancies in the land characteristics on
which the grapevines are grown. R. G. V. Bramley (2011) note that the orienta-
tion of vine rows can be influential. With north-south orientations being the most
prevalent, within-row variation is typically observed in its “full range” within a
single row. Looking at Sauvignon Blanc vineyards, vigour (in this case the cov-
ering of canopy in images taken) measurements were used to represent a vine’s
maturity. There was significant temporal and spatial variation in the quality of
grapes found in this study, determined using a Juice Index. Understanding that
there is this variation in rate of maturation highlighted potential difficulties in
making optimal harvest decisions. However, having knowledge of crop phenol-
ogy, and understanding the objectives of winemakers within these regions will
make it possible to harvest the crops at the correct time.

With regards to climate, Anderson et al. (2012) compared the output from
various climate indices in mapping the stricture of New Zealand. The aim was to
evaluate the suitability for viticulture in New Zealand. In doing so, a relatively
cooler climate is noted for the Wairau Valley (within the Marlborough region).
Growing grapes in cooler climates can lead to challenges, such as when small
changes in phenology and yield occur. This can have a large influence on the
ripeness of fruit.

4.3 Growth Models in Crop Yield Modelling
Gregorczyk (1991), in observing previous attempts to model crop growth, stated
that the growth processes of plants can be presented graphically as a sigmoid curve
(S-shaped). In their paper, they note that there are three main characteristics of
plant growth, related to various changes in the growth/growth rate of the plant.
This includes one parameter relating to the maximum acceleration of growth, one
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to the inflection point of the sigmoid curve and one to the point of maximum
slowing down in growth. Crucially for growth modelling, the sigmoid curve ac-
counts for a “maximum” weight, an asymptote where there is no more growth in
the plant of interest. For the parameterisation used in this thesis, α0 corresponds
to the asymptote, β0 is the parameter of the centre’s location. γ0 is the logit curve
rate of growth for the logistic function. Here, γ0/4 is the maximum value of the
slope. β0/γ0 is the point of inflection. For this example, the model can be defined
as:

f (x,α0,β0,γ0) =
α0

1+ e−γ0(x−β0)
(4.1)

Where x represents the time components, for example the number of days.

Figure 4.1: Representation of the single sigmoid plot, parameterised with the three
parameters of the single sigmoid curve.

4.4 Origin of Double Sigmoidal Curve in Grape Growth
Modelling

Coombe (1960) has one of the first instances of modelling grape berry growth
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using a double sigmoidal curve. Five different varieties of grape were chosen,
providing three different types of seed development. Changes in the berry growth
and the change in the sugar concentration over the growing season were analysed.
It was seen that all varieties exhibited a two-humped rate curve. Coombe (1976)
generalizes the double sigmoidal model to fleshy fruits, particularly temperate and
tropical fruits. In this study, the growth of the tropical fruits began as three stages,
with a phase (designated “O” in this case), and the second stage split into two
parts (2A and 2B). These additions account for the arbitrary nature of merely con-
sidering 3 phases, in that there is some type of uniqueness to each of the sigmoid
curves. This is because this stage consists of the deceleration of the first cycle,
and the beginning acceleration of the second cycle. Coombe and Hale (1973),
Coombe and Bishop (1980), and Coombe (1992) provide an iterative understand-
ing of the processes occurring in the second curve in the double sigmoidal model,
focussing on those processes which occur during and after veráison. Figure 4.2
provides a representation of grape bunch/berry development by Coombe and Hale
(1973). Coombe (2004), in his introduction of the modified E-L system, looks at
the development at a much finer scale, noting more observation-based indications
of development. In contrast, 4.2 demonstrates the general trajectory of bunch mass
growth over the growing season.
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Figure 4.2: Coombe and Hale (1973) representation of grape growth. It demon-
strates where the processes of fruit set, véraison and ripening take place, with
respect to time.

Coombe (1992) separates the development of ripening of the grape berry into
three different sections: Inception (veráison), Accumulation, and Composition.
The author attributes the potential variation in harvest date to the variation associ-
ated with the veráison date. Here, a variety of processes occur: There is a change
in the grape’s skin colour, the berries soften, sugars in the berries increase, acidity
decreases, and volume increases.

Coombe (1992) point to suggestions that these variations are associated, to
some degree, with air temperatures at specified periods after flowering. Coombe
and Bishop (1980) measured the deformability/softness and diameter of single
grape berries. The motivation for this was the observation that producing growth
curves for mixed populations were smudged by the asynchronous development of
berries when the period of fast growth begins. Comparisons were made leading
up to and after the veráison start point. It was found that around this veráison time
point, there was a transition point in terms of the softness and diameter characteris-
tics of the single grapes. The next section of the paper by Coombe (1992) involved
accumulation of the grape berries, which revolved around the major solutes, such
as hexoses, glucose, and fructose. These contribute greatly to the berry dry mat-
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ter. Analyses here was that there was a steady increase in the Brix content of the
berries, despite the double sigmoidal curve growth curves of the grape berries’
volume. The final section looks at the composition of the berries. In the stud-
ies examined, generalized curves of water and dry matter showed that the water
weight per berry reached a peak shortly after the ripening period, before dropping
off. The other dry matter compounds (like the sugars), continued to increase even
after ripening. In terms of Brix variation for ripe grapes, despite differences in the
volume of grapes, there still continues to be this increase. However, the slope of
increase changes depending on the cultivar, berry size, criop size, and weather. It
is stated that an increase in Brix of well-ripened grapes is usually associated with
the reduction in water content of berries, without changing the overall weight of
solutes per berry.

Harris et al. (1968) point to a lack of quantitative data on growth at the cell
level for Coombe’s work, in Coombe (1960), in their study of the anatomical
aspects of grape berry development. Their results, when considering the growth
of the sultana grape in terms of cell number and cell size, also suggested a double
sigmoidal growth, or in their case they call it “biphasic”. More so, their work
introduced some variability in the berry size differences between fruits grown in
glasshouses and fruits grown in the field. This was attributed to the differences
in the pericarp cell number and cell size. Furthermore, an approximate period
of time of around 100 days was determined to be the length of time required for
complete berry development, with a lag phase separating two major periods of
growth.

The original implementation of the double sigmoidal curve in modelling grape
growth was envisioned by Coombe in 1992 (Parker, 2012). This model helped to
represent the three main development stages of grapes during the growing season.
The first of which begins at fruit set and involves rapid growth in the grapes,
when cell division occurs. The second stage involves a lag phase, where there
is a period of little change in the berry and seed sizes, and fresh weight reaches
a maximum. Between this stage and the third stage, veráison occurs, where the
maturing of the grape occurs. Finally in the third phase, there is another rapid
growth in the berries, where they start to increase in size as a result of water and
sugar accumulation.

For the first phase of the double sigmoidal curve, Panagiotis et al. (2012) state
that the rapid growth occurring after fruit-set is a result of massive cell divisions
and cell expansion. According to Robinson and Davies (2000), during this period,
most of the sugar that has been accumulated by the berries is metabolized, and
grapes have quite a low level of sugar during this time. Also, in this period, inver-
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tase (the enzyme which separates out the sugars) is sparse, but starts to develop a
few weeks after flowering.

4.5 Double Sigmoidal Curve
There have been a variety of definitions of the double sigmoidal model. The
functions will be written in a way that comparisons can be made to Equation 4.1.
Ollat et al. (2002) states that in fact each growth parameter (fresh, dry weight,
and volume) follows this double sigmoidal pattern. This equation differs to the
one provided in Equation 4.1, as the initial mass, αinit is also included. This is
therefore defined as:

f (x) =
α0/1+(α0−αinit)

αinite−γ0x (4.2)

Where αinit and α0 are the initial and final values respectively, and γ0 is the
specific growth rate for each growth period (Thornley and Johnson, 2000). For
this project, the equation will be slightly modified, as will be discussed later. This
allows for the calculation of the berry growth rate and the relative berry growth
rate.

Lipovetsky (2010) determine that the double sigmoidal model is in fact defined
as:

f (x) = αinit +
α0−αinit

1+ e−γ0(x+β0)
+

α1−α0

1+ e−γ1(x+β1)
(4.3)

which is a seven parameter function where:

• γ0 and γ1 define the parameters of the double logit curve rate of growth. The
maximum value of the slope, γ0/4 for the first curve or γ1/4 for the second,
are reached at the middle point.

• β0 and β1 correspond to the parameters of the centre’s location. This makes
use of the inflection point associated with logistic functions.

• αinit , α0, and α1 correspond to various levels, αinit is the lowest possible
value, α1 is the highest possible value, and α0 is the asymptote for the first
sigmoid curve component.
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The author also suggests another variant of the double logit (sigmoidal) func-
tion can be provided by taking the product of two regular logits, instead of the
sum. This will give an eight parameter representation.

In the creation of a package for R for sigmoidal and double-sigmoidal curve
fitting, called sicegar, Caglar et al. (2017) define their own perspective of the
double-sigmoidal model by beginning with a “simple” double-sigmoidal function,
given by:

y =
1

1+ e−γ0(x−β0)

1
1+ e−γ1(x−β1)

(4.4)

with one of the main changes centering around the use of x-β0 and x-β1, where
β0 identifies where the “intensity” has reached half of its maximum in the first
sigmoid curve, and β1 identifies where the “intensity” has reached half of its max-
imum in the second sigmoid curve. γ0 and γ1 are the slope parameters for this
model. This is of no use for the Bayesian model, as the model is defined so that
after the first period of growth which follows a sigmoidal growth pattern, the sec-
ond part of the curve involves decaying down to a point.

Fernandes et al. (2017) provide the closest representation to the model which
will be used in this study. Their model attempts to represent the growth of coffee
beans. The double logistic model is given by:

f (x) =
α0

1+ e−γ0(β0+x)
+

α1−α0

1+ e−γ1(β1+x)
(4.5)

This is very similar to the model
where the parameters are:

• x, which represents the timepoint in the dataset.

• α0 and α1−α0 represent the maximum fresh mass of the coffee beans ex-
pected for the first and second growth stages.

• β0 and β1 represent the inflection points.

• γ0,γ1 are the slope parameters for the model

The interesting part of this model is the use of the α1−α0 for the second curve,
instead of a standalone parameter. This identifies some relation of the second
maximum asymptote to the first maximum asymptote.
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Using the model defined by Roper (2000) for the single sigmoid model, a
“simple and computationally better formulation” of the double sigmoidal model
is given by:

y =
1
2

[
tanh

(
x− c1

w1

)
− tanh

(
x− c2

w2

)]
(4.6)

Here, the coefficients w1 and w2 are greater than 0. This model has the effect
of an increasing trend in the first sigmoid curve, and then a decreasing trend in the
second curve.

The other representation, given by Cairns et al. (2008) was used to give the
fatigue profiles given under different stimulation protocols in the muscles of mice.
Here, a six-parameter double sigmoidal curve, designed to have a negative trend,
is given by:

f (x) = Fmin +
(100−F0)[
1+
(

x
τ1

)n1
] + (F0−Fmin)[

1+
(

x
τ2

)n2
] (4.7)

Here, τ1 and τ2 represent the half-times of each of the sigmoids. n1 and n2
correspond to the maximal slopes of the two sigmoidal components (occurring at
τ1 and τ2). Fmin is the minimum asymptote of the function, which will be achieved
as t→ ∞. F0 gives the value at the end of the first sigmoid curve.

Using the parametrisation of the single sigmoid model in equation 4.1, this
can be extended out to account for a double sigmoidal model via the following,
forming the underlying model of the Bayesian modelling framework for this re-
search:

f (x) =
α0

1+ e−γ0(x−β0)
+

α1

1+ e−γ1(x−β1)
(4.8)

This specification of the model has the benefit of being a natural progression of
the single sigmoid model, using the knowledge that f(x) contains the parameters
α1,β1,γ1. In this case, these are simply the second asymptote, inflection point,
and slope parameters for the model. An example of this model is shown in Figure
4.3.
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Figure 4.3: The parametrisation of the double sigmoidal growth curve, and the
three main phases of phenological growth exhibited by grapes during the growing
season.

One point which needs to be made, as mentioned earlier, is that this model is
similar to the double logistic curve used by Fernandes et al. (2017). There are a
few differences to be identified:

• The use of the α1 parameter for the second sigmoid curve, which does not
reference the α0 parameter from the first curve.

• the terms in the exponential functions in the denominator of each sigmoid
curve have had the sign changed. This is shown by considering −γ0 and
−γ1, and the change in the ordering for the β coefficients and the xi.

Referring to Figure 4.1, the first asymptote, α0, which acted as the “maximum”
weight, now represents the grape bunch mass at the time of veráison. Discussions
will now be made on each type of parameter, beginning with the asymptotes α0
and α1. Examining the plot above, there are two different asymptotes, one in the
middle of the growing season during the lag phase, and one that occurs after the
third phase of grape growth, when rapid growth as a result of water and sugar
accumulation no longer occurs. the values α0 and α1 define at what yield amount
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these asymptotes occur. The model used in this case assumes a fairly symmetrical
pattern between the first sigmoid curve and the second sigmoid curve. For growth
modelling, it is important that these two parameters remain positive, avoiding
negative grape bunch mass predictions. The parameter α1 needs to be positive to
ensure growth after veráison.

The coefficients γ0 and γ1, as previously stated, correspond to the slopes of the
plot in each sigmoid curve. These values are usually constrained to be positive.
Due to the negative sign in front of these coefficients, higher values will result in a
smaller slope increase, due to taking the exponential of these values. Another way
of considering these coefficients in the context of grape growth is to relate them
to the maturity index of the curves, i.e. the lower these values are, the less time
the berry takes to reach maturity (Due to the coefficients being negative). This
is different from Fernandes et al. (2017), where higher values of γ0 and γ1 would
indicate less time being required for the berry to reach maturity. Like the asymp-
tote parameters, these should remain positive, to ensure that the grape bunches
continue to grow, instead of exhibiting a decrease of mass.

Finally, the coefficients β0 and β1 dictate the inflection points for each sig-
moid curve. The values for these parameters dictate the point at which the rate
of increase starts to decline, and, especially in the centre of the curve, the “lag
phase” is reached, in which veráison starts to occur. Depending on the scale on
which the measurements are taken, the values for these parameters will change.
However, for the analyses done in this project, these parameters are constrained
to be positive.

Because this is an additive function, this would have an effect on the overall
shape of the curve. This is due to the dependencies between some of the parame-
ters, particularly the asymptote parameters. For example, in an MCMC sampling
framework such as those described in Section 3.3, as the estimates for one of the
parameters changes, the other parameter will adjust itself accordingly.
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Chapter 5

Bayesian Growth Models for Grape
Yield

5.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm that is implemented in
this project. Throughout this project, adjustments needed to be made to the al-
gorithm to accommodate additional considerations. Starting with analysing indi-
vidual bunch mass measurement, it was possible to sample each of the individual
parameters of the double sigmoidal model directly from their respective poste-
rior distributions, to produce the posterior predictive distributions for the bunch
masses. This chapter will introduce the first version of the model and algorithm,
highlighting some of the considerations that need to be made in producing the
grape bunch mass estimates. Details are provided at the end of the chapter with
regards to how the results were derived in Chapter 6 that follows.

5.2 Introducing the model
For this research, the focus is on estimating the grape bunch masses, for the time
of harvest. In a Bayesian inference setting, this means that there must be some
distributional assumptions that the grape bunch masses follow. The expectation
of the bunch masses at any time point can be based off the growth models intro-
duced in Chapter 4. However, there is some uncertainty about this expectation,
as referenced by the ε that is included in the model in Equation 4.8. For this set-
ting, the grape bunch masses are assumed to follow a normal distribution around
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some mean, µ , with precision τ . In order to satisfy the conditions of the model
defined in Chapter 4, a normal distribution on it’s own is not suitable, because the
variability in the grape bunch masses will increase over the span of the growing
season. This phenomenon will be shown in Chapter 6 when introducing the first
sets of data. To alleviate this issue, and also ensure that the grape bunch masses
remain non-negative, since a double sigmoidal growth model is being assumed,
the log-transformed grape bunch mass are instead assumed to follow a normal
distribution. Therefore the original outline of the model is as follows:

Let Yi describe the bunch mass random variable at time xi, i = 1, ...,n, where n
is the total number of observations.

log(Yi)∼ N( f (xi),τ), (5.1)

where τ is the precision or inverse variance, and the mean expected log-mass
f(xi) is defined as Equation 4.8

A caveat that can be acknowledged from assuming that the log-transformed
grape bunch masses follow a normal distribution. The first is noting that we as-
sume a starting point of 1g, since the logarithm of 1 is 0. From a biological per-
spective, this may not be feasible, as it is realistically possible for bunches to have
a mass less than 1g. However, from a practical perspective of taking measure-
ments at a point this early in the growing season, the assumption of the starting
mass is not important in the modelling process.

In order to analyse the model within the Bayesian framework, prior distribu-
tions for these parameters need to be provided. It should be noted, that it is ex-
pected that both slopes γ0 and γ1 to be positive. It is also expected that the second
asymptote to be not less than the first, i.e., α1 ≥ α0. Note that when α1 = α0, the
second term in equation 4.8 disappears, and the double sigmoidal curve collapses
to a single sigmoidal curve. In order to reflect these restrictions, the following
priors are assumed:

α0 ∼ T N(µα0 ,τα0 ,0) (5.2)
α1 ∼ T N(µα1 ,τα1 ,α0) (5.3)
β0 ∼ T N(µβ0,τβ0,0) (5.4)
β1 ∼ T N(µβ1,τβ1,β0) (5.5)
γ0 ∼ T N(µγ0,τγ0,0) (5.6)
γ1 ∼ T N(µγ1,τγ1,0) (5.7)
τ ∼ Gamma(aτ ,bτ) (5.8)
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Where T N(µ,τ,L) denote a normal distribution with mean µ and precision τ

left-truncated at L.
In order to have the parameters independent a priori, the model can be repa-

rameterised in terms of ∆α =α1−α0 and ∆β = β1−β0, and the priors in Equation
(5.3) and Equation (5.5) recast as follows:

∆α ∼ N(µ∆α ,τ∆α ,0) (5.9)
∆β ∼ N(µ∆β ,τ∆β ,0) (5.10)

Coefficient Prior Distribution

α0 N(µα0,τα0)

∆α T N(µ∆α ,τ∆α ,0)

β0 N(µβ0,τβ0)

∆β T N(µ∆β ,τ∆β ,0)

γ0 T N(µγ0,τγ0 ,0)

γ1 T N(µγ1,τγ1 ,0)

τ Gamma(aτ ,bτ)

Table 5.1: Prior distributions for the parameters of the double sigmoidal model.

The specification of these priors also has some importance with regards to
the convergence of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm that follows. With a model
like the double sigmoidal curve, there is the potential for “label switching” to
occur between pairs of parameters. An example of this would be the asymptote
parameters, α0 and α1. In their original specifications, the two parameters can
switch, particularly if the log-transformed values for these parameters are consid-
ered. This in turn would cause issues with the samples for the other parameters in
the algorithm. By reparametrising the second asymptote, and the second inflec-
tion point parameter to be ∆α , ∆β , with a lower limit of 0, there is no potential
for this to occur. Moreover, using truncated normal distributions helps to satisfy
some of the characteristics of the growth modelling framework. These restrictions
were discussed in Section 4.5
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With the parameters introduced, and prior distributions shown in Table 5.1, it
is possible to show how the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm can be used in pro-
ducing samples from the posterior distributions of each parameter of the double
sigmoidal model. In doing so, the posterior means and credible intervals can then
be extracted to estimate what the expected maximum yield is going to be, based
off the data provided.

5.3 MH Algorithm for the double sigmoidal model
With data provided in the form of individual bunch masses, this information can be
used directly in calculating the log-likelihoods in each of the sampling procedures,
as well as when updating the error precision, τ . Figure 5.1 shows the Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG) of the model described in Section 5.2.

y

x

τ

a

b

μ

α0

γ1

Δα

β0

Δβ

γ0

μα0

τα0

μΔα

τΔα

μβ0

τβ0

τΔβ

μΔβ

τγ0

μγ0

μγ1

τγ1

Figure 5.1: Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) showing the structure of the initial
Bayesian model. Squares around variables represent those that are observed/set
(data/priors). Circles correspond to those that are estimated (mean-estimated
yield, error precision, and the six parameters of the double sigmoidal model.

As was mentioned in Chapter 3, some of the parameters will have asymmetric
proposals, such as the second asymptote and inflection point parameters, ∆α , and
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∆β , as well as the slope parameters, γ0 and γ1. Here, because left-truncated nor-
mal distributions are used, for example for some parameter, α , α ′ ∼ N(α , 1√

τα
,0),

the additional Hastings ratio needs to be calculated in the acceptance ratio. This
means that the prior distributions also need to be changed accordingly. The Hast-
ings ratio for these cases will be:

T N(α,α ′,σα ,0)
T N(α ′,α,σα ,0)

(5.11)

5.4 Additional Details
With the posterior samples for the parameters of the double sigmoidal model from
the algorithm detailed above, predictions for the grape bunch masses could be
derived. Consider k the kth sample of each of the parameters of the model, then
the estimated means of the kth iteration, µik, can be derived by:

µik =
α0k

1+ e−γ0k(xi−β0k)
+

∆αk

1+ e−γ1k(xi−β0k−∆βk)
, (5.12)

Having estimated the mean, it is possible to backtrack to estimate the kth set of
log-transformed grape bunch mass estimates, log(Yik), by sampling from a normal
distribution, with precision τk by:

log(Yik)∼ N(µik,τk) (5.13)

Then, taking the exponential of this value will transform the estimate to the
original scale, producing the kth vector of bunch mass estimates. This information
could then be used to produce the posterior mean bunch mass curves seen in
Chapter 6.

To look at the impact of prior assumptions on yield prediction, as well as in-
vestigate the value of information in the context of yield prediction, there required
an approach to update the priors of the model, having used the initial growing
season’s bunch mass data. To achieve this, a normal approximation of the pos-
terior samples extracted from the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm was done. The
mean and precisions parameter samples were treated as the “updated priors” when
using them to estimate the new grape bunch masses in the Metropolis-Hastings al-
gorithm.
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Chapter 6

Exploring the impact of prior
assumptions in predicting grape
yield using a Bayesian Modelling
framework.

6.1 Original Publication I: Using Bayesian Growth
Models to Predict Grape Yield

Rory Ellis, Elena Moltchanova, Daniel Gerhard, Mike Trought, LinLin Yang.
“Using Bayesian Growth Models to Predict Grape Yield”. OENO One 54.3 (2020)
443-453. https://doi.org/10.20870/oeno-one.2020.54.3.2972
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INTRODUCTION

Seasonal differences in vine yield need to be
managed to ensure appropriate fruit composition
at harvest. Excessive yields can slow fruit
development and result in infrastructure
problems (e.g., inadequate tank space) at harvest.
Weather conditions at flowering can cause
significant differences in the percentage of
flowers setting berries, hence affecting bunch
mass (Trought, 2005). The ability to predict
harvest bunch mass shortly after flowering is an
essential tool for predicting vineyard grape yield.
Grape berries exhibit a double sigmoid growth
curve (Coombe, 1976). The initial phase (Phase
I) is predominantly the result of cell division and
expansion, which is followed by a slowing down
in growth (fresh mass) phase (Phase II), in which
the seed matures. This slow growth ends at
veraison, with the onset of another period of
berry growth, cell enlargement and metabolic
changes (e.g., sugar accumulation and reduction
in acidity (Phase III) (Tello and Forneck, 2018).

Sigmoid curves are often used to model various
aspects of biological growth (Archontoulis and
Miguez, 2015). The double sigmoidal curve,
which combines two individual sigmoidal
curves, is often used to model crop growth.
Salisbury and Ross (2000) (cited by Parra-
Coronado et al. (2016)) stated that fruits, such as
raspberries, grapes, blackberries, olives and
stone fruit, exhibit double sigmoidal growth
behaviour. Galassi et al. (2000) produced curves
for peach diameter and mass for cultivars in
Ferrara and Rome in Italy. Fernandes et al..
(2017) compared various specifications of single
and double logistic and Gompertz curves to
determine which produced the highest adjusted-
R2values, concluding that the double sigmoidal
curve (rather than the single sigmoids) was the
optimal one. Parra-Coronado et al. (2016)
specified a mathematical model for pineapple
mass which takes into account altitude, as well
as Growing Degree Days.

While Tarara et al. (2009) used a single sigmoid
curve to monitor the response of grape mass per
shoot and fruit to vegetative mass per shoot with
respect to Growing Degree Days over five
growing seasons, Coombe (1976) provided an
intuitive rationale behind the use of the double
sigmoidal curve for modelling the development
of fleshy fruits, including grapes. The proposed
curve incorporates periods of rapid growth
intersected by a period of minimal growth and

reflects the various stages of berry ripening well
(Coombe and McCarthy, 2000), as illustrated in
Figure 1. Phenologically, three stages are
involved (Coombe, 1992). The first phase
involves fruit set, when the grape inflorescences
turn into grape berries; a period of rapid grape
berry growth can be observed as cell division
occurs (Parker, 2012). The second stage involves
a lag phase, during which the berry growth slows
and seed fresh mass reaches a maximum. The
end of this stage (veraison) is followed by
ripening (Trought, 2005), as sugars and water
accumulate inside the grape berries, coinciding
with a second period of rapid growth until,
ultimately, the final yield is reached. The model
described above can be implemented in various
ways. Here, the use of a Bayesian analytic
framework is proposed. Bayesian inference is
becoming more popular as it is flexible in terms
of model formulation, allows for easy
incorporation of expert opinion via prior
distributions, and, being based on Bayes’
formula, can be easily updated continuously. The
latter aspect is especially useful, enabling
incorporation of additional information into the
model to produce predictions, which not only
reflect the initial conditions, but also
management decisions and natural factors
experienced during the growing season. The
Bayesian framework is also good at handling
missing data. This means that predictions can be
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FIGURE 1. The parameterisation of the double
sigmoidal growth curve, and the three main
phases of phenological growth exhibited by
grapes during the growing season.



made without requiring all of the information
sources to be present at any particular time point.
Should particular kinds of information not be
available, the Bayesian model is simply able to
integrate these missing components, updating
itself instead using the information which is
provided (Gelman et al., 2014, Chapter 18).

When placing modelling within a dynamic
context it is imperative to consider the Value of
Information (VoI) aspect. Intuitively, the more
data that is available, and the later into the
season it has been collected, the more accurate
the predictions will be for the end of the growing
season. The choice between making a decision
early on based on the information available or
waiting for better information while losing some
opportunities is the subject of economic theory,
including the real options theory (Mun, 2002).
While placing the motivation of updating the
Bayesian model with data within strict economic
theoretical context is beyond the scope of this
paper, we examine how adding further time
points to the data will affect the accuracy of the
estimation.

We hereafter illustrate how the Bayesian
framework is applied in order to fit a double
sigmoid growth model to the grape bunch mass
data collected from a commercial vineyard in
New Zealand Marlborough region (41o2’23”S;
173o51’15”E) over three growing seasons. While
doing so, the sensitivity of the model to prior
information is examined, using both the
observed and simulated data, alongside the Value
of Information (VoI) aspect of the dynamic
modelling. We conclude by summarising our
observations and listing the most promising
directions for further work in this area.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data on grape bunch masses for the 2016/17,
2017/18, and 2018/19 seasons were collected
from a commercial vineyard on the Wairau
Plains (41o2’23”S; 173o51’15”E). For the
2016/17 and 2017/18 growing seasons, fifteen
replicate plots were established in a single
vineyard row. Each plot consisted of four vines
planted 1.8 m apart. A shoot with two bunches
was randomly selected from each plot on
approximately a weekly basis, starting at
flowering and continuing until shortly before the
commercial harvest. In the 2018/19 the number
of plots was increased to 30 and sampling
continued as before. Bunches were individually

bagged and taken to the laboratory for weighing.
There were a total of one, five, and 63 missing
data points for the seasons 2016/17, 2017/18,
and 2018/19 respectively.

2.1 Bayesian Inference

Before describing the details of the model, we
would like to quickly review the basics of
Bayesian Inference. Consider the data y and the
likelihood g(y) and the prior distribution for the
parameter of interest g(θ), which describes our
understanding of the probable parameter values
before the data are observed. The prior
distribution incorporates the prior information
available to the researcher and may be based on
the general understanding of the phenomenon or
on prior experience and expert opinion. When no
information is available, the prior distributions
tend to be very wide and are often called vague.
Because the choice of prior may be deemed
somewhat subjective, a sensitivity analysis is
often performed to determine to what extent it
affects the modelling result. The posterior
distribution for the parameter may be obtained
from the Bayes Theorem as follows:

Because the above derivation can rarely be done
analytically, computationally intensive Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods are used
to produce samples from the posterior
distributions, for which summary statistics (such
as posterior mean and posterior 95 % credible
intervals) can then be obtained.

If the data y can be divided into two batches, y1
and y2, the equation above can be rewritten as

The posterior distribution of θ after observing the
first batch y1 thus becomes the prior distribution
for the experiment involving y2, leading to
sequential updating.

A posterior predictive distribution for a new
(future) observation  given the data y can then be
obtained as

Again, numeric methods are customarily used to
obtain a sample from such a distribution, which
can then be summarised via sample statistics
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such as mean and quantiles. We now turn to the
double-sigmoidal growth model.

2.2 Double sigmoidal growth model

Let Yi describe the bunch mass observed at time
xi , i = 1...n, where n is the total number of
observations. In order to guarantee a non-
negative response and control for
heteroscedasticity apparent from Figures 1a, 1b,
and 1c, it is common to assume that the
logarithm of mass has a Gaussian distribution:

where τ is the precision or inverse variance, and
the mean expected log-mass μi can be modelled
via the double logistic curve as follows:

where α0 and α1 describe the first and second
asymptotes respectively, β0 and β1 are the
inflection points, and γ0 and γ1 are the slope
parameters. Figure 1 illustrates the role of these
parameters further. In order to analyse the model
within the Bayesian framework, we need to
provide prior distributions for these parameters.
It should be noted that we expect both slopes γ0
and γ1 to be positive. We also do not expect the
second asymptote to be less than the first; i.e., α1
≥ α0. Note that when α1 = α0, the second term in
Equation 2 disappears and the double sigmoidal
curve collapses to a single sigmoidal curve. In
order to reflect these restrictions, the following
priors are assumed:

α0 ~ N(μα0, τα0) (3)

α1 ~ TN(μα1, τα1, α0) (4)
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 µi = f(xi, "0, "1, #0, #1, $0, $1) = !!
!!!!!! !!!!!  + !!

!!!!!! !!!!!  + !!  (2) 

β0 ~ N(μβ0, τβ0) (5)

β1 ~ TN(μβ1, τ1, β0) (6)

γ0 ~ TN(μγ0, τγ0, 0) (7)

γ1 ~ TN(μγ1, τγ1, 0) (8)

τ ~ Gamma(aτ, bτ) (9)

Where TN(μ, τ, L) denote a normal distribution
with mean μ and precision τ left-truncated at L.
In order to have a priori independent parameters,
the model can be reparametrized in terms of Δα
= α1 – α0 and Δβ = β1 - β0, and the priors in Eq.
(4) and Eq. (6) recast as follows:

Δα ~ N(μΔα, τΔα, 0) (10)

Δβ ~ N(μΔβ, τΔβ, 0) (11)

The analysis consisted of two parts. In the first
part, for each growing season, the model was
fitted to the grape bunch data available after the
first, second, and up to the final (fifteenth)
observation time, assuming independent
residuals over time, due to the destructive
measuring procedure. This was done in order to
investigate the trade-off between an earlier
prediction and prediction accuracy, as well as to
look at the growth curves fitted after one season.
In the second part, four different sets of priors
were taken into account when analysing the
bunch mass data for the 2018/19 growing season
in order to examine the effects of incorporating
historical data into the modelling process. The
weakly informative priors were based on the
general expectations of the shape of the grape
growth curve and had high variance, and thus
small precision. The more informative prior
distributions were obtained by using the means
and variances of the posterior sample’s
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TABLE 1. Prior distributions used for modelling the growth of grape bunches in the 2018/19 season. 
The vague prior is based on general expectations, while the parameters of the 2017, 2018, and 2017 + 2018

priors are based on parametric approximations of the posterior distributions resulting from combining
vague prior with the 2017 and 2018 seasons, and a combination of the two years of bunch mass data.

Coefficient Vague Prior 2017 Prior 2018 Prior 2017+2018 Prior
!0 N(4.09,0.11) N(4.40,32.61) N(4.58, 155.24) N(4.31, 100.77)
"! TN(0.69,4,0) TN(0.76,13.28,0) TN(0.74,121.99,0) TN(2.01,27.62,0)
#0 N(200,0.02) N(186.89,0.93) N(171.26,2.97) N(181.25,1.75)
"# TN(49,0.11,0) TN(58.48,0.05,0) TN(53.38,0.28,0) TN(58.61,0.05,0)
$0 TN(0.3,44.44,0) TN(0.09,28591.51,0) TN(0.20,104.75,0) TN(0.07,94918.84,0)
$1 TN(0.3,44.44,0) TN(0.12,182.66,0) TN(0.27,90.17,0) TN(5.19*10-5,39484085,0)
% Gamma(4,1) Gamma(208.72,31.55) Gamma(207.62,22.22) Gamma(202.81,26.61)



parametric approximation of the posterior
distributions from the analysis of the 2017/18
bunches, the 2016/17 bunches, and by combining
the two. This was done by taking the informed
priors from the 2017/18 season’s bunches and
informing these on the 2016/17 grape bunches.
The three sets of priors are listed in Table 1. 

A Metropolis-Hasting sampler was written in R
(Team (2015)). In each case, 105 iterations were
run after a 2 × 104 burn-in and the convergence
was visually assessed.

2.3 Simulation studies

In order to examine the effect of prior
assumptions on yield prediction, as well as to
investigate the value of information in the
context of yield prediction, 100 data sets were
simulated based on the parameters drawn from
the posterior distribution, produced after fitting
the model to the 2018/19 season’s bunch mass
data. The simulated data consisted of the mass of
15 grape bunches being measured at 15 time
points throughout the growing season. The
model described in Equations (1)-(11) was then
fitted with the four different priors described in
Table 2. The estimated posterior average bunch
mass at day 273 (the harvest day for the year
2019) was then evaluated after each of the
14 measurement time points. In addition, the
mean absolute error (MAE) was defined as

Where

Ysim is the simulated data set and  is the
simulated average bunch mass on day 273.
Similarly, the mean percentage error (MPE) was
evaluated as

RESULTS 

Individual bunch masses with the running
(geometric) mean are shown in Figure 2.
Interesting differences between the seasons are
apparent. A clear Phase II is apparent in the
2017/18 season between days 25 and 50 (15th
January to 8th February 2018), which was not
observed in 2016/17. This reflects the lower
average temperature over the flowering period in
2016/17 when compared to 2017/18, resulting in
a longer flowering duration. 
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The posterior estimated mean growth curves for
the grape bunches in the three seasons examined
are shown in Figure 2. While all the models
show a reasonable fit, there are a couple of
aspects worth noting. A clear phase II and double
sigmoid curve is apparent in the 2017/18 season
between days 25 and 50 (15th January to 8th
February 2018) and to a lesser extent in 2018/19.
This was not observed in 2016/17, for which the
resulting growth appears to be a simple sigmoid
curve. Some of these differences may be
explained by the seasonal differences in average
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FIGURE 2. Individual observations and average
bunch masses (g) (solid black line) of grape
bunches over the 2016/17, 2017/18 and 2018/19
growing seasons. 
The black dotted lines in each plot represent the posterior
estimated mean growth curve for each season, 
with the surrounding grey ribbons representing the 10 % 
and 90 % estimation bounds. 2a. 2016/17 Growing season,
2b. 2017/18 Growing season, 2c. 2018/19 Growing season



temperature during flowering, and in rainfall
from flowering to véraison. The average daily
temperature, calculated using the model
described in Trought (2005), in 2016/17 was
17.9 oC, while those in 2017/18 and 2018/19
were 18.8 and 18.6 oC respectively. Lower
temperatures result in a longer flowering
duration and greater asynchronous berry
development. The rainfall from flowering to
véraison was significantly higher in 2017/18
(135 mm) than in 2016/17 and 2018/19 (49 and
41 mm respectively). 

Rainfall during fruit ripening resulted in the
onset of Botrytis cinerea leading to a sharp
deterioration of bunch mass in 2017/18
(Figure 2b). The data for the last observational
time point were therefore not included in the
model, because the sharp decrease in bunch mass
would have affected the harvest mass estimates
produced from the Bayesian model for that
particular year; here, the standard double
sigmoidal growth curve struggles to
accommodate the sharp rise in the middle of the
season.

The posterior estimates for the average bunch
mass were also obtained after adding the data as
it became available consecutively to the model
along with the various sets of priors. The
resulting mean absolute errors are shown in
Figure 3. The value of information is evident
here, along with the importance of having
informed priors, particularly at the starting of the
growing season. This is seen where the

prediction errors for the model with vague priors
are quite poor and erratic, although they do
improve markedly once five or more data points
are added (23rd January 2019). 

Figure 4 shows the posterior mean curves and
associated 95 % credible bounds, which were
estimated after fitting the model to the entire
2018/19 bunch mass data with the vague, the
2017, the 2018, and the 2017 + 2018 priors
respectively. The results show that there is some
apparent sensitivity to the choice of priors at
different points in the growing season. For
example, for the results from the incorporation of
two years of priors, the estimation bounds are
somewhat larger than those from the other three
sets of priors. However, this switches to having
lower estimations for the bunch masses at the
end of the growing season.

Figure 5 compares the posterior estimates for the
final bunch masses of the 2018/19 bunch mass
data, using each of the three informed sets of
priors (2017, 2018, and 2017 + 2018). When
estimates are made using two years of data, they
become more consistent earlier in the growing
season, after about half of the data has been
included in the Bayesian model. However, the
means of these estimates appear to be lower than
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FIGURE 3. The posterior mean absolute error
for the models with the vague prior, 
along with the 2017, 2018, and 2017+18 priors,
fitted to the grape bunch masses from the
2018/19 season after different amount of
observations have been made available.

FIGURE 4. Posterior mean bunch mass curves
with bounds for the double sigmoidal model
fitted to the data for the 2018/19 growing season
with the vague priors, along with priors
informing using the 2016/17 data, the 2017/18
data, and combining them together in different
orders (2016/17 to 2017/18 and vice versa). 
The 5 % and 95 % estimation bounds are
included for each set of priors.



the actual final yield, as well as the estimates
made from the other two models (2017, 2018). 

3.1 Simulation studies

For each of the 100 simulated datasets, the
posterior mean bunch masses at harvest (273rd

day) and the associated 95 % credible interval

were evaluated a priori and after each of the
14 observation time points. The results are
shown in Figures 6, 7, 8 and 9. The informative
priors naturally have narrower credible intervals
to begin with. As the season progresses and more
observations are collected, the intervals become
narrower and the predictions for the average
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FIGURE 5. The predicted final bunch masses 
for the 2018/19 growing season, compared 
over the 3 sets of informed priors. The 5 % 
and 95 % estimation bounds are included for
each set of priors.
The black horizontal line represents the observed average
final yield for the 2018/19 growing season.

FIGURE 6. Posterior mean masses at harvest
(273rd day) and the associated 95 % CIs 
for the 100 simulated datasets modelled 
using the vague prior a priori and after the 1st
(18th December), 6th (31st January) 
and 15th (31st March) observation time points
respectively. 

FIGURE 7. Posterior mean masses at harvest
(273rd day) and the associated 95 % CIs for the
100 simulated datasets modelled using the 2017
prior a priori and after the 1st, 6th and 15th
observation time points respectively. 
The red line indicates equivalence.

FIGURE 8. Posterior mean masses at harvest
(273rd day) and the associated 95 % CIs for the
100 simulated datasets modelled using the 2018
prior a priori and after the 1st, 6th and 15th
observation time points respectively. 
The red line indicates equivalence.



bunch mass at harvest become individually
dependent on the dataset and closer to the black
line, indicating a perfect guess. It is worth noting
that the prior based on the 2017/18 growing
seasons, which was very different from the
2016/17 one, is overly conservative and is not
swayed by the data, resulting in relatively poor
predictions, even at the end of the season. The
model based on priors informed from both of
these years of data suffers even more from this,
as the increased precision on the asymptote
parameters (α0 and Δα) keeps the means of the
posterior estimates more fixed and with tighter
bounds. The model with priors informed using
two seasons of bunch mass data tended to
overestimate the bunch masses with less data,
and underestimate with all the data.

The resulting mean absolute error, averaged over
the 100 datasets, is shown in Figure 10. Here, the
vague prior only starts to perform just as well as
the other priors once approximately 14 of the 15
days of data have been included, which is not
suitable given the desire to produce a model
which can produce reliable estimates early in the
growing season. However, the results shown in
Figures 10 and 11 suggest a high consistency
throughout the growing season when using the
other three priors. 

DISCUSSION

Bayesian methods are capable of systematically
incorporating prior knowledge. This feature is
especially relevant to viticulture and to grape
growth modelling, since there is substantial,
often vineyard-specific, expert knowledge
available. The ability of the Bayesian framework
to seamlessly update model estimates as new
data comes in is especially useful given the
dynamic nature of the phenomenon being
modelled. Starting out with a yield estimate
based on historical data, and perhaps a general
weather forecast for the coming season, and
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FIGURE 9. Posterior mean masses at harvest
(273rd day) and the associated 95 % CIs for the
100 simulated datasets modelled using the 2017
+ 2018 prior a priori and after the 1st, 6th and
15th observation time points respectively. 
The red line indicates equivalence.

FIGURE 10. Mean absolute error for the bunch
mass at harvest averaged over the 100 simulated
datasets for the vague, 2017, 2018, and 2017 +
2018 priors respectively.

FIGURE 11. Mean percentage error for the mass
bunch at harvest averaged over the 100 simulated
datasets for the vague, 2017, 2018, and 2017 +
2018 priors respectively.



revising that estimate as new information
becomes available is a goal well-worth
achieving.

The model examined in this study considers the
bunch mass to be a function of time only. This is
clearly an oversimplification, since plant growth
in general, and grape growth in particular, is
known to be affected by temperature, usually
expressed as growing degree days (Coombe,
1986). Wang and Engel (1998) introduced a
function describing the relationship between the
daily temperature and the daily growth date and
applied it to wheat growth, whereas, for
example, Parker et al. (2011) and Parker (2012)
extended these ideas to model phenological
stages of grape development. Therefore, our
model may be improved by replacing days with
the growth rate expressed as a function of
growing degree days. Climate variables other
than temperature, such as the amount of solar
radiation, may also influence grape growth and
development (Dokoozlian and Kliewer, 1996;
Bergqvist et al., 2001; Fernandes de Oliveira and
Nieddu, 2016). Additional variations may arise
due to characteristics of the land, such as soil and
topography (Trought and Bramley, 2011;
Bramley et al., 2011), as well as management
practices. When available, this information can
be incorporated into the framework by
hierarchically modelling the growth curves
parameters. Thus, for example, the inflection
points β0 and β1 can be construed as functions of
climate and spatial covariates. 

As a way of emphasising this, we took into
consideration climate information for the region
in which the data was collected. Meteorological
data was sourced from the National Institute of
Water and Atmospheric Research at the
Marlborough Research station 1.1 km south west
of the trial site (49o21’51’S; 173o 47’ 56”E).
Figure 12 demonstrates the temperature
anomalies for the three growing seasons relative
to the last 10 years. The accumulated
temperature experienced in the 2016/17 growing
season was lower than in the other seasons.
Above-average temperatures were noted in the
2017/18 season over the flowering period (as
indicated by the slope of the deviation from the
long-term mean), while the other two seasons
were close to the long-term average over
flowering. Further heatwaves were experienced
in both the 2017/18 and 2018/19 seasons at
certain times in the period between flowering
and véraison (Salinger et al., 2019; Salinger et
al., 2020). The dates of flowering and véraison
were estimated using the Grapevine Flowering
Véraison (GFV) (Parker et al., 2011). This
appeared to have more of a direct impact on the
yield for the 2017/18 seasons, shown by the
increase in the average bunch mass
measurements. Figure 13 shows the accumulated
rainfall for the three growing seasons. It can be
seen that the 2017/18 growing season
experienced higher amounts of rainfall during
the course of the growing season. The 2018/19
season is typified by extended periods of no
rainfall in the second half of the season. This
may explain the very limited amount of growth
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FIGURE 12. Temperature anomalies for the
2016/17, 2017/18 and 2018/19 growing seasons,
relative to the average daily temperatures 
over the last 10 years.

FIGURE 13. Temperature anomalies for the
2016/17, 2017/18 and 2018/19 growing seasons,
relative to the average daily temperatures 
over the last 10 years.



in the bunch masses seen after the period of
véraison in this particular case.

It can be seen in Figure 2a that the 6-parameter
double sigmoidal curve was not a good fit for the
grape growth observed in the 2016/17 season.
Archontoulis and Miguez (2015) have reviewed
a wide variety of nonlinear regression models
used in agricultural research and they have made
comparisons between various specifications of
sigmoid functions. Of particular interest to us are
the Richards model (Richards,1959), the
Gompertz model (Gompertz, 1825) and the
Weibull curve (Weibull, 1951), all of which we
intend to compare with our current
implementation of the double sigmoidal model.
It is also worth noting another more recent model
developed by Yin et al. (2003), which involves
incorporating the maximum growth rate of the
fruit to help calculate fruit mass.

The current model assumed conditionally
independent priors and was estimated via the
standard Metropolis-Hasting sampler (Gelman et
al., 2014). Taking joint prior specifications into
account will increase the flexibility of the model,
allowing a wider range of expert opinion
formulations to be adapted, and may also
improve the efficiency of the algorithm. 

Finally, applying the resulting range of
parametrisations to a wider spatio-temporal set
of data will improve our understanding of the
modelling framework, and ultimately produce a
better tool for early grape yield prediction.

CONCLUSION

In this study, we illustrated the use of a Bayesian
framework for fitting a standard double
sigmoidal growth curve to the Sauvignon blanc
grape bunch mass data collected over the
2016/17 2017/18 and 2018/19 growing seasons
in Marlborough, New Zealand. We also
performed a simulation study to investigate both
the sensitivity of the model to prior assumptions
and the value of information. The latter refers to
the role of additional consecutive observations
throughout the season in improving the accuracy
of the estimation of the grape bunch mass at
harvest. 

The results from this analysis show that the
model is sensitive to prior assumptions made for
the parameters of the double sigmoidal model.
From an early yield prediction perspective, the
incorporation of non-informative (vague) priors

to the model resulted in poor results, only
becoming similar to the results seen from models
using more informed priors once half of the
growing season data was incorporated into the
Bayesian model. This led to the conclusion that
some information about the parameterisation of
the double sigmoidal model is influential in
producing useful results.
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Chapter 7

Bayesian Hierarchical Modelling of
grape bunches

7.1 Introduction
This chapter looks at the issue of having data provided from multiple vineyards.
From the work done in Section 5.3, there were issues with the algorithm in pro-
ducing posterior mean bunch mass estimates for grape bunches at the end of the
growing season, when there was a limited amount of information available. When
the priors for the parameters of the double sigmoidal model became more in-
formed, using the posterior approximations outlined in Section 5.4, these results
were improved. However, considering that one of the desires of this tool was to
be able to assist vineyards that were only recently developed, it is not always pos-
sible to obtain usable previous growing seasons’ bunch mass data. As a result,
incorporating information from the population of vineyards can potentially pro-
vide improvements in estimates, by updating the parameter’s priors through each
iteration of the algorithm. This chapter runs through the hierarchical model, the
additions made to the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, with an application on grape
bunch mass data provided by Pernod Ricard from the 2008/09 growing season.

7.2 Hierarchical model outline
As we are now modelling grape bunch masses for more than one vineyard, an ad-
justment in notation is required. Building upon the model that began in Chapter 6,
where Yi referenced the bunch mass for timepoint i, an additional subscript j now
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corresponds to vineyard j. Therefore the model can be defined as the following:
given bunch mass estimates Yi j, i = 1, ...,n j,and j = 1, ...,J,

log(Yi j)∼ N(µi j,τ) (7.1)

µi j = f (xi j,α0 j,∆α j,β0 j,∆β j,γ0 j,γ1 j) =
α0 j

1+ e−γ0 j(xi j−β0 j)
+ (7.2)

∆α j

1+ e−γ1 j(xi j−β0 j−∆β j)
(7.3)

For the parameters of the model assuming a normal distribution, φ j, one can
define the following set of equations:

φ j ∼ N(µφ ,
1
τ2

φ

) (7.4)

µφ ∼ N(mφ ,
1
t2
φ

) (7.5)

τ
2
φ ∼ Gamma(a,b) (7.6)

t2
φ ∼ Gamma(c,d) (7.7)

This specification of the model states that an individual vineyard’s yield is a
normally distributed random variable, with mean equal to the double sigmoidal
model, and some variance. For each of the parameters of the double sigmoidal
model, it is suggested that they originate from a normal distribution with the pa-
rameters being some population mean and variance. The final three equations in
7.4 refer to the hyperpriors of the population mean φ , the population variance,

The process of updating the population parameters, having estimated the parame-
ters of the double sigmoidal model using the algorithm introduced in Section 5.3,
is the following. Consider for some population parameter µφ :

• Generate the proposal µ ′
φ
∼ N(µφ )

• Calculate the acceptance probability

logR = log(g(φ | µ ′φ ))− log(g(φ | µφ ))+

log(g(µ ′φ ))− log(g(µφ ))+

q(µφ | µ ′φ )−q(µ ′φ | µφ ) (7.8)
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• Generate value u∼ log(U(0,1))

• if logR > u then µφ ← µ ′
φ

• elseµφ ← µφ

• Generate the proposal τ ′
φ
∼ Gamma(τφ )

• Calculate the acceptance probability, and make decision to accept/reject as
done previously.

α

μα

τα

mα

tα

aα

bα

Figure 7.1: Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) showing the change made in estimat-
ing a parameter, φ for the double sigmoidal model, assuming a hierarchy on the
population mean and precision, µφ , and τφ

µφ is the population mean of interest. As is consistent with sampling the indi-
vidual level parameters, the distributions used in the algorithm are either normal,
or left-truncated normal. With regards to updating the population precisions, τφ , if
the parameter of interest is sampled from a normal distribution, then it is possible
to update the population precision using a Gibbs update, because the full condi-
tional distribution for this parameter is represented as a gamma distribution. For
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the parameters that have left-truncated proposals/priors, because there is an ad-
ditional denominator of the difference in the Cumulative Distribution Functions
(CDFs) at the limits of the distribution (0 and ∞ here) , the full conditional distri-
bution is no longer a gamma distribution. This means that additional Metropolis-
Hastings steps need to be done for these population precisions.

This part of the algorithm occurs at the end, updating the population means
and variances/precisions after having updated the individual parameters for each
vineyard.

7.4 Pernod Ricard Analysis
Comparisons in results between estimating grape bunch masses using a hierar-
chical modelling scheme, versus an approach where no hierarchy is assumed, is
done on data provided by Pernod Ricard. Grape bunch mass data was provided for
the 2008/09 growing season. It contains information on individual bunch masses,
over 20 vineyard blocks, for three varieties. For consistency of analysis through-
out the project, only data related to Sauvignon Blanc grapes is considered. The
individual bunch masses, with running means, are shown in Figure 7.2. There
does not appear to be a clear veráison for this particular season, and it is difficult
to distinguish a tapering off in the growth later in the season, except for the block
where data was provided two weeks further into the season.
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Figure 7.2: Bunch mass measurements taken from 9 blocks during the 2008/09
growing season. The points represent the individual measurements, with the solid
lines representing the mean bunch masses at each timepoint.

A Metropolis-Hastings algorithm was written in R (Team, 2015), one for the
approach which modelled each vineyard individually, and one for the hierarchical
model. Table 7.1 shows the priors that were used for both samplers.
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Coefficient Distribution

α0 N(log(70),0.111)

∆α N(log(2),4)

β0 N(180,0.01)

∆β N(42,0.01)

γ0 N(0.3,44.44)

γ1 N(0.3,44.44)

τ Gamma(0.001,0.001)

Table 7.1: Prior/Hyperprior distributions used for modelling the growth of grape
bunches for the Pernod-Ricard data in the 2008/2009 growing season.

Table 7.2 shows the posterior distributions for the population parameters of the
hierarchical model. Comparing the precisions with those assumed for the priors
defined initially in Table 7.1, there is a discernable increase in the precision for all
of the parameters of the double sigmoidal model. The inflection point parameters,
β0 and ∆β , have both increased, compared to the hyperprior means.
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(a) α0 (b) ∆α

(c) β0 (d) ∆β

(e) γ0 (f) γ1

Figure 7.3: 90% credible intervals for the double sigmoidal model parameters,
from analysing the Pernod Ricard data. Red intervals represent the distribution
of samples produced by the hierarchical model, blue intervals are associated with
the model where each vineyard is considered independently. The solid black line
represents the estimated posterior mean for each parameter (from the hierarchical
model), and the dashed black line represents the prior mean for each parameter of
the individual-level model.
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Coefficient Posterior Distribution

α0 N(4.258,518.25)

∆α N(0.867,116.575)

β0 N(186.037,0.172)

∆β N(52.591,1.720)

γ0 N(0.139,1202.85)

γ1 N(0.108,508.262)

τ Gamma(2595.18,534.90)

Table 7.2: Posterior distributions for the population parameters of the double sig-
moidal model, having fitted the Pernod-Ricard data to the hierarchical Metropolis-
Hastings algorithm

Observing the credible intervals in Figure 7.3, the intervals associated with
the parameters samples from the hierarchical model (in red) suggest a shift in the
posterior distributions towards the population mean. Particularly in comparing the
results for the vineyard where only the datapoints for the first day’s measurements
were used (vineyard 4), the credible intervals for the parameters are significantly
smaller (except for the β0 parameter).
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(a) Individual-level model (b) Hierarchical model

Figure 7.4: Posterior mean bunch mass curves with bounds for the double sig-
moidal model fitted to the Pernod Ricard bunch mass data for the 2008/09 growing
season using the individual-level model (left), and the hierarchical model (right).
The 90% credible envelopes are included for blocks
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(a) Individual-level model (b) Hierarchical model

Figure 7.5: Posterior mean bunch mass curves with bounds for the double sig-
moidal model fitted to the Pernod Ricard bunch mass data for the 2008/09 growing
season using the individual-level model (left), and the hierarchical model (right).
The 90% credible envelopes are included for blocks

Figure 7.5 compares the posterior mean bunch mass curves, with 90% bounds,
for each of the vineyards. The results here show that there is a general reduction
in the estimation bounds. For block 3, the posterior mean estimates for the bunch
masses, when using the individual-level model, become erratic. This results in
very large estimation bounds for the model in this particular case. Evidence sug-
gesting this can be seen in Figures 11.57a and 11.57b, where there are consider-
able differences in the credible intervals for the α0 and ∆α parameters, between
the two versions of the model.
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Figure 7.6: Posterior mean bunch mass curves for the block with only one day
of bunch mass measurements provided. The 90% estimation bounds are also
provided for the hierarchical model (red) to compare with the output from the
individual-level model (blue). The black dashed line shows the population mean
curve, derived from the hierarchical model.

Finally for this section, Figure 7.6 shows the comparisons in posterior mean
bunch mass curves between the two models. One can see that the overall estima-
tion bounds are smaller for the hierarchical model. The closeness of the posterior
mean to the population curve (shown with the dashed black line), shows that this
particular block has drawn a lot of information from the other blocks in the dataset.

7.5 Discussion
The results from analysing the two sets of data have provided two possible realities
of estimating grape bunch masses. The smaller variability in the mean bunch
masses resulted in the between-vineyard variability being small. With this, the
posterior mean estimates for the bunch masses, and the credible intervals for the
parameters of the double sigmoidal model, were more consistent, highlighting
one of the main advantages in using a Bayesian hierarchical model. When there
is a lack of prior knowledge available to vineyard owners about a vineyard, using
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information about the population can give more realistic indications about what is
occurring at the start of the growing season.

One of the beliefs in modelling grape growth is that the maximum bunch mass
will be double what is observed during the period of véraison. This is the reason
for assuming a mean of log(2) for the prior distribution of ∆α in Table 7.1. This is
a pragmatic initial belief, given the nature of the double sigmoidal growth curve.
However, a benefit of this analysis is to observe if this belief is merited, given the
data provided. To explore this idea in more detail, the credible intervals for ∆α

for the Pernod Ricard dataset are referred to.

Figure 7.7: 90% credible intervals of the ∆α parameter. This time, green repre-
sents the prior belief, that this parameter is equal to 2, and the solid black line
represents the population mean of the parameter.

In Figure 7.7, the green vertical line represents the prior belief that the second
asymptote is double the first. The value along the x-axis represents the order of
magnitude that the second asymptote is greater than the first - for example, if we
assume that the first, α0, is 70, then a value of 2 for ∆α would make the second
asymptote 70∗2= 140. For the majority of the vineyards, their respective credible
intervals contain the value of 2, although their posterior means are typically above
this value. This contributes to the population mean, µ∆α being above 2 as well.
This is one benefit of using a hierarchical modelling scheme, as it is possible to
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use information about the surrounding regions in the current season, instead of
having to rely upon expert knowledge, or using historical information to drive the
prior assumptions.
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Chapter 8

Extending the Bayesian Hierarchical
Model to the Bucket Problem

8.1 Introduction
The final implementation of the Bayesian Modelling framework in the project
looked at grape bunch mass measurements which were provided in a different
format. This time, instead of receiving bunch mass data as individual bunch mass
measurements, it was provided in the form of “bucket masses”. Here, the total
mass of the bunches, along with the number of bunches, was provided by multiple
different vineyards, each with varying numbers of days of data collection. As a
result, the specification of the model had to change. The objective of this chapter
is to still be able to conduct analysis of the grape bunch mass data, even if the data
was not provided as individual bunch mass measurements, as was done previously.

8.2 The Bucket Model
For a specific bucket, b,the new version of the model was defined as:

log(Zb) = log

(
n

∑
i=1

Ybi

)
(8.1)

log(Ybi)∼ N(µbi,τ), (8.2)

Here, Zb is associated with the bucket mass for bucket b. Also, i refers to the
timepoint. However, one main issue with this was that there was no information
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about the variance of the bunch mass measurements, using Zb itself. Therefore
individual bunch masses, yi are treated as a parameter, because direct observations
are not available. To achieve this, another Metropolis-Hastings algorithm was
developed, this time to sample the individual grape bunch masses, so that these
could then be used in the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm described in Chapter 5.
Here, samples were generated from a Dirichlet distribution, with density:

f (x1, ...,xn;α1, ...,αn) =
1

β (δα)

n

∏
i=1

δxδαi−1
i , (8.3)

∑
n
i=1 xi = 1,a1, ...,an > 0

The key part of this distribution is that the sum of the values of Dirichlet
weights xi is 1. This means that, with knowledge of the sum of individual bunch
weights, and the number of bunches, it is possible to use this information to trans-
form the sampled Dirichlet weights back into “individual grape bunch weights”.

yτ

a

b

z nw

x

μ

α0

γ1

Δα

β0

Δβ

γ0

τα0

μΔα

τΔα

μβ0

τβ0

τΔβ

μΔβ

τγ0

μγ0

μγ1

τγ1

μα0

Figure 8.1: Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) showing the structure of model for
the second version of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. The individual bunch
masses, y, are now estimated, using information on the bucket mass (Z), along
with the number of bunches (n).
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Figure 8.2: Distributions of Dirichlet weights, scaled by varying values of β (for
comparison purposes, this value is δ in this project) taken from Felde et al. (2020).

A vital component of this distribution is the specification of the scaling factor,
denoted δ . This dictates how concentrated the Dirichlet weights are towards the
centre of the distribution. A low value of δ , for example 1, leads to a scenario
similar to the right hand plot in Figure 8.2, where the points are dispersed. As the
scaling factor increases, the points become more concentrated.

To find a reasonable scaling factor for this algorithm, various scaling factors in
the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm were tested. If the scaling factor was too low,
then the sampler would accept Dirichlet weights that were 0 to machine accuracy.
This in turn would produce numerical issues with the algorithm, when using these
samples in the log-densities. However, having a very high value of δ would lead to
the Dirichlet weights never changing, and therefore no differences in the estimated
grape bunch masses. This in turn would result in the algorithm not being able to
explore the whole distribution, similar to the problem with having a small standard
deviation that was discussed in Section 3.3.1. One possible improvement on this
approach would be to find a functional form of the scaling factor that could be
adjusted for different numbers of bunches. However, as the algorithm is able to
perform this procedure to a point where the estimated individual bunch masses
appear to resemble expectations.

8.3 Algorithm
For the Dirichlet weight sampler, take w as the Dirichlet weights, y as the trans-
formed individual bunch masses, b as the bucket, i as the individual weight/bunch
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mass and w̃ is the vector of equally-weighted Dirichlet weights for the prior distri-
bution. µb is the expectation on the log-scale for the individual bunch mass, using
the :

• Generate the proposal w′bi ∼ D(δwbi)

• Use log(Ybi)∼ log(Zb)∗wbi to transform w′bi, wbi to log(y′bi), log(ybi).

• Use Metropolis-Hastings step to accept/reject new set of Dirichlet weights,
with the acceptance probability given by:

logR = log(N(log(y′bi),µb,1/
√

τ))− log(N(log(ybi),µb,1/
√

τ))+

log(D(δw′bi, w̃))− log(D(δwbi, w̃))+
log(D(δwbi,δw′bi))− log(D(δw′bi,δwbi)) (8.4)

• Generate value u∼ log(U(0,1))

• if logR > u then wbi← w′bi

• else wbi← wbi

• Repeat for each bucket in the dataset.

This approach attempts to generate estimates of the grape bunch masses by
using a Dirichlet distribution. By transforming these to the log-transformed grape
bunch masses, it is possible to fit these to the normal likelihood, with prior and
proposal distributions being Dirichlet distributed.

Once the weights have been sampled, they can be transformed to estimated
bunch masses, Yi, via the transformation mentioned in the algorithm. These values
can then be used in the original version of the algorithm mentioned in Section 5.3.
Note that the σ mentioned in the logged normal densities is the estimated model
error. exp weight is set to be equally weighted for each bucket. For example, for
a bucket with 10 grape bunches, the expected Dirichlet weight is 0.1 (1/10). This
will change for each bucket in the dataset.

For each iteration of this algorithm, the data will be transformed in a way that
resembles the original form of the dataset with individual bunch masses, i.e. it will
be represented as a vector of data, with the number of days from July 1 provided
beside for a reference point.
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8.4 Analysing Bucket Data in the Marlborough Re-
gion

Data provided by 36 vineyards around the Marlborough during the 2018/19 grow-
ing season was analysed in this section. Grape bunches were collected and placed
into buckets, which were then weighed and had their measurements taken. Figure
8.3 shows the data in it’s initial form in Figure 8.3a, and then the average bunch
mass is shown for each vineyard, at each timepoint of measurement, in Figure
8.3b. Unlike the Pernod Ricard data shown in Figure 7.2, there is a visible first
sigmoid pattern at the start of the growing season. Then, there are significant
differences in the patterns shown during and after veráison. Geographical coor-
dinates were provided for each vineyard. Alongside the date of data collection,
information on the number of bunches weighed, along with the total grape bunch
mass for each measuring day, was provided. For simplicity, these are simply re-
ferred to as “bucket masses”.

(a) Bucket Mass Data (b) Average Bunch Mass Data

Figure 8.3: Bucket and average bunch masses data for the 36 vineyards involved
in this analysis.
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(a) Individual-level model (b) Hierarchical model

Figure 8.4: Final iteration of the transformed estimated grape bunch masses de-
rived from the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm for the bucket mass data. The out-
come from the individual-level model is on the left, and the hierarchical model
output is on the right.

Figure 8.4 demonstrates the transformed individual bunch masses, derived
from the Dirichlet portion of the algorithm. The main factor that could lead to
differences in the bunch mass estimates relates to the estimation of the error preci-
sions, τ , for the respective models. With the precisions being estimated separately
for each vineyard, for the individual-level model, this could produce differing vari-
ances in the bunch mass estimates. This is compared to the hierarchical model,
with which there is only one residual precision estimated at each iteration of the
algorithm.
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Coefficient Posterior Distribution

α0 N(4.078,4.646)

∆α T N(0.853,1.135,0)

β0 N(179.291,0.084)

∆β T N(55.325,0.024,0)

γ0 T N(0.116,903.58,0)

γ1 T N(0.388,7.084,0)

τ Gamma(12618.32,101.56)

Table 8.1: Posterior distributions for the population parameters of the double
sigmoidal model, having fitted the bucket data to the hierarchical Metropolis-
Hastings algorithm

Table 8.1 shows the posterior distributions for the population parameters de-
rived from analysing the bucket data. Of note here is the low precision for the
second asymptote value, ∆α . Referring back to Figure 8.3 showing plots of the
bucket data, as well as average bunch mass information for the vineyards, the large
differences in the bucket/average bunch mass measurements towards the end of the
growing season allude to this being a possibility. The between vineyard variability
in this case is sufficiently large to accommodate.
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(a) α0 (b) ∆α

(c) β0 (d) ∆β

(e) γ0 (f) γ1

Figure 8.5: 90% credible intervals for the double sigmoidal model parameters
from analysing the bucket data, focussing on the vineyards which only provided
one measurement.
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Figures 8.5 demonstrate the impact of having lower precisions for some of the
parameters seen in Table 8.1. Red intervals represent the distribution of samples
produced by the hierarchical model, blue intervals are associated with the model
where each vineyard is considered independently. The solid black line represents
the estimated posterior mean for each parameter (from the hierarchical model),
and the dashed black line represents the prior mean for each parameter of the
individual-level model. For the first sigmoid curve, parameters α0, β0, and γ0
demonstrate the shrinkage to the posterior means that was exhibited in Section 7.4.
The parameters for the second sigmoid curve, however, display larger intervals,
compared with the individual-level model.

(a) Individual-level model (b) Hierarchical model

Figure 8.6: Posterior mean bunch mass curves with bounds for the double sig-
moidal model fitted to the bucket data provided for the 2018/19 growing season
using the individual-level model (left), and the hierarchical model (right). The
90% estimation bounds are included for blocks

The impacts of these observations show in the posterior mean bunch mass
curves in Figure 8.6. For the majority of vineyards in the dataset, the results ap-
pear to be consistent with what was seen in analysing the Pernod Ricard data,
with sensible estimates from both the individual-level and hierarchical models.
However, particularly for those vineyards with limited data provided, the poste-
rior mean bunch mass estimates become quite erratic for both models. For the
individual-level model, the mean bunch mass curves begin diverging away from
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the expected pattern very early in the growing season, whereas for the hierarchi-
cal model, this divergent behaviour is not properly seen until the second sigmoid
curve. This suggests that either more prior information or data is needed, or that
the mode has not fit this data well.

8.5 Discussion
Given information on the geographical coordinates of the individual vineyards, it
is possible to check for any patterns in the posterior mean estimates for the param-
eters of the double sigmoidal model. This information can be useful in highlight-
ing any potential underlying processes, which could be impacting grape growth
during the growing season. For example, the inclusion of climate information
from each vineyard could also be greatly useful in performing yield estimation.
Coombe (1986) stated that, like most plants, grape growth is well known to be af-
fected by temperature, expressed in this context as Growing Degree Days. Parker
et al. (2011) and Parker (2012) extend this idea in using climate information to
model phenological stages of grape development. Alongside temperature, solar
radiation can also be influential (Dokoozlian and Kliewer, 1996; Bergqvist et al.,
2001; Fernandes de Oliveira and Nieddu, 2016), and land characteristics such as
soil and topography (Bramley et al., 2011) as well as management practices. With
covariates such as these available to the user, it is possible to incorporate these
factors into the hierarchical bayesian modelling framework by redefining the pa-
rameters of the double sigmoidal model in terms of climate or spatial factors. The
previously mentioned series of work, ending in the paper by Benecha et al. (2019),
incorporated many of these covariates in their work. Crucially, they noted that the
model covariates played an important role in early season forecasting, although
this effect diminished during the season. As a way to provide some insight into
the spatial phenomenon, looking at the bucket dataset provided, Figure 8.7 dis-
plays bubble plots of the posterior mean estimates of the α0 and ∆α parameters,
based on the vineyards’ locations. For the first sigmoid curve, the vast majority of
the bubbles for α0 are very similar in size, according to Figure 8.7a.

However, it appears that the locations which exhibited drastically high pos-
terior mean bunch mass estimates from Figure 8.6 are located in the lower right
quadrant. Exhibiting lower α0 values, and thus very large ∆α posterior mean es-
timates. Interestingly, referring to Figure 8.8, this pattern appears to be coupled
with higher values for β0 and ∆β , which suggests that the grapes from these vine-
yards reached their vital growth stages later in the season, compared to the other
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vineyards in the dataset. In fact, it is possible that, with a lack of information
about the final asymptote for these vineyards, the algorithm struggles to attain
reasonable estimates of this parameter. A smaller between-vineyard precision for
∆α exacerbates this issue, as the prior is not strict enough to cause the samples to
shrink to the posterior mean.

(a) α0 (b) ∆α

Figure 8.7: Bubble plots showing the sizes of the posterior means of the asymptote
parameters, α0 and ∆α , plotted using the geographical coordinates provided by
the vineyards. Larger bubbles coincide with larger estimates.
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(a) β0 (b) ∆β

Figure 8.8: Bubble plots showing the sizes of the posterior means of the inflection
point parameters, β0 and ∆β , plotted using the geographical coordinates provided
by the vineyards. Larger bubbles coincide with larger estimates.
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Chapter 9

Climate Impact on Yield Prediction

9.1 Introduction
Chapter 6 used the initial version of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm to produce
final grape yield estimates. Here, the scale of the grape bunch mass measurements
was provided on a calendar day scale (from the 1st of July of the growing season
of interest. This brings with it expectations that factors such as climate (tempera-
ture, rainfall, etc.) do not influence grape growth in any manner. However, early
analysis by Coombe (1986) provides another scale to model yield, by considering
a measure, called Growing Degree Days (GDD). This relates the minimum and
maximum daily temperatures to a base temperature to determine the amount of
“growth” by the crop each day. Another possible option, initiated by Wang and
Engel (1998), provides a non-linear representation of this response,along with
the inclusion of some optimum temperature at which the crops grow. This work
explores the use of these response functions, to determine whether there is any
improvement in the representation of the yield data, over considering the number
of days from fruitset (which in itself can be uninformative in the greater context
of the growing season, often failing to disclose information about the tempera-
ture conditions during the year). It is possible to expand on the Bayesian Mod-
elling procedure explored previously, due to the inclusion of climate data. This
comes from the potentially variable response that temperature may have on grape
growth. Along with this, it should be noted that predictions up until this point
have only considered predictions at a static time point, under one condition. With
the inclusion of temperature data, one can consider that future conditions change
considerably throughout the grape growing season. This means it would be use-
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ful to include predictions in a variety of scenarios (i.e. warmer than expected
temperatures, average conditions, and colder temperatures).

9.2 Motivation
Parker (2012) provides a concise summary of the various impacts that tempera-
ture, amongst other factors, can have on various phenological stages that grapes
go through during the growing season. According to Mullins et al. (1992) (cited
by Jones et al. (2005)), the first of three ways that warmer temperatures can im-
pact on the grape quality is that having an extended period of time with tem-
peratures above 10◦C can begin the growth of vegetation and begin the growing
season earlier. The second issue here is that, during the processes of flowering
and grape berry growth, extreme heat can cause issues like premature veraı́son,
failure of enzymes to activate, failure to ripen, and high grape mortality through
abscission. However, one positive that high diurnal temperature ranges has on
grape growth is that the flavours, tannins and sugars in the grapes synthesize well
(Fila et al., 2014). Tonietto and Carbonneau (2004) adds that, during the grape’s
ripening period, warmer air temperature has an impact of the grape’s colouration
(although cool night temperatures impact this more). With it being highly likely
that climate change will lead to increased global temperatures in the future, it is
increasingly likely that these occurrences will become more frequent in the com-
ing years. Work by Schultz (2000), where part of his paper examined the varietal
suitability of various wine grapes in Germany, states that decisions will need to be
made on which kinds of grapes should be grown, that can adapt more to warmer
climates.

Looking at the impacts of temperature at various phenological stages in more
detail, as described by Parker (2012), one can separate the concept into many
stages. Beginning with budburst, according to Schwartz (2003) (cited by Parker
(2012)), there needs to be a period of five to seven days where there are tempera-
tures under 10◦C for the grapevine to stop being dormant, and begin the budburst
process. Trought et al. (2008b) state that typically between 50 and 400 chilling
hours are required to satisfy endodormancy, where the berries stop growing. Intu-
itively, if climate change causes temperatures to become gradually warmer, then
this period becomes less likely, potentially delaying budburst as a result. However,
having gone through the “cold” period, warm temperatures are known to aide in
promoting budburst for the grapevines. These budburst will occur if the buds are
placed in warm temperatures (around 25◦C), but this development may not occur
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if temperatures are too low (ecodormancy). In fact, the same authors report that
there are cases where the temperature at the flowering stage can influence fruit set
in the current growing season, and therefore the inflorescence initiation. This then
leads to the bunch number being affected in the following season.

Roberts et al. (2017), models maize yield on a large scale. Two approaches are
compared and combined: A process-based crop model (defined by Soltani (2012))
and a statistical model (defined by Schlenker and Roberts (2009)). The process-
based model used a Simple Simulation Model (SSM), to simulate the process
of daily plant growth using information on water and sunlight variability, and
plant stage-of-growth, which was determined by historical growth information.
The statistical approach used information on temperature (in the form of Growing
Degree Days and High Degree Days), as well as rainfall (the total amount from
a particular starting point) to help in its prediction of actual maize yield. It was
found that the combined model under all circumstances outperformed the models
that only considered the one or the other.

9.3 Growing Degree Days
To use Growing Degree Days as a reference for the bunch weight measurements
over the growing season, climate data was extracted from CliFlo, which is pro-
vided by NIWA, which gives access to New Zealand’s National Climate Database.
This database contains weather data from many different weather stations around
the Marlborough region, and it was possible to obtain climate data for the three
growing seasons by referencing a weather station that was quite close to the Row-
ley Crescent vineyard, where the bunch weight data was obtained.

Given information on the maximum and minimum daily temperatures (along-
side rainfall and solar radiation information), it was possible to derive the Growing
Degree Days by using the formula

GDD =
Tmax +Tmin

2
−Tbase

If the minimum temperature, Tmin is less than Tbase, then the growing degree
days can be written as

GDD = max
(Tmax +Tmin

2
−Tbase,0

)
The first part of the formula finds the average of the minimum and maximum
temperatures. If this is lower than Tbase (which is usually 10◦C), then the GDD
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for that particular day is 0. This definition was originally considered by Win-
kler (1962), who implemented it for grapevines in California. However Parker
et al. (2011), by considering Moncur et al. (1989); Oliveira (1998); Duchêne et al.
(2010), observed that this was not a useful base temperature to use in determining
the growing degree days. In this sense, they used a Tbase of 0◦C, concluding that
this was acceptable in terms of predicting the flowering and véraison of grapes of
the species they considered. Hence this baseline was used instead of Tbase = 10,
therefore using the average daily temperature sum instead.

Next, the summation of the growing degree days could be found, so that this
can be related to the days at which the bunch weight measurements were taken.
These days of measurement had to be readjusted, so that instead of considering
them in terms of when fruitset occurred, it could then be referenced from the
1st of July of that year, which is the day from which the sum of degree days is
considered. Therefore, instead of the 1st day of measurements for the 2016/2017
growing season being day 28 (10/1/2017), this has changed to 193, and the other
days of measurement change subsequently.

With the calculations of the Growing Degree Days (GDD) made, the definition
of the double sigmoidal model then changes to the following:

µi = f (GDDi,α0,α1,β0,β1,γ0,γ1) =
α0

1+ e−γ0(GDDi−β0)
+

α1−α0

1+ e−γ1(GDDi−β1)
,

(9.1)
Here, xi is exchanged for GDDi. With the beginning of this calculation being

from July 1 of the growing season in question, this connects with the starting
values for the calendar day scales used in previous chapters. Therefore i is the
number of days from July 1.

9.3.1 Exploring the Temperature Data
The temperature data was obtained from a weather station (41◦29’S; 173◦96’E),
close to the study site where the bunch mass measurements were taken. The last
10 growing seasons of weather data were taken, with information on the maximum
and minimum temperatures, as well as other climate variables. The figures below
were produced by finding the average daily temperature over the 10 years of data,
and comparing each year’s daily average temperature from this.
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Figure 9.1: Relative average daily temperatures compared with the average
(straight black line).

Figure 9.1 shows these results over all 10 years. There are some differences
to the temperature measurements between growing seasons. For the two growing
seasons involved in the study, the results are shown in Figure 9.2.

Figure 9.2: Comparing the 2016/17, 2017/18, and 2018/19 average daily temper-
atures with the 10-year average.
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In Figure 9.2, the temperatures for the 2016/17 growing season closely follow
the average temperature over the last 10 years. For the other two growing seasons,
the average daily temperatures typically remain above the average (except for the
2017/18 growing season, where there are a mixture of warmer/colder temperatures
at the start of the season). Upon examining the differences in the grape bunch
masses between the 2016/17 and 2017/18 growing seasons, it appears that the
higher temperatures experienced in the season has resulted in an increase in the
mean bunch masses for the vineyard. However, the lower mean bunch masses for
the 2018/19 growing season, despite having the highest overall temperatures out
of the three seasons in which bunch mass data was collected, does not follow this
line of reasoning.

The work by Wang and Engel (1998) may provide an explanation for this. In
their paper, a temperature response function involving modelling the phenology
of wheat crops was introduced. Garcı́a de Cortázar-Atauri et al. (2010) imple-
mented this ideal in their work, in order to calculate the date of véraison. This
function uses three parameters: minimum, optimum, and maximum temperature,
(Tmin,Topt ,Tmax), which are used to determine the “threshold of cumulated tem-
perature actions” (F∗). This was then used to determine the date of véraison, given
as:

F∗ =
tvéraison

∑
n=1

C(Tt) (9.2)

C(Tt) =

{
2(T−Tmin)

α (Topt−Tmin)
α−(t−Tmin)

2α

(Topt−Tmin)2α Tmin ≤ Tt ≤ Tmax

0 otherwise
(9.3)

The intriguing aspect of this model, with its similarities to the Growing Degree
Days function previously introduced, is that the optimum temperature parameter
allows the resulting model to be more adaptable to different varieties of grapes,
or different locations. However, one mitigating aspect of this model is that in
New Zealand climates, the grape berries do not experience the extreme high tem-
peratures that may justify the necessity for this kind of model, as the detrimental
impacts of the beta response function do not occur.
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(a) Calendar Day Scale (b) Growing Degree Day Scale

Figure 9.3: Comparing the 2016/17 (black), 2017/18 (blue), and 2018/19 (red)
growing season’s bunch mass data on both the calendar day scale and growing
degree day scales

9.4 Fit comparisons between two scales
The first part of this work involves comparing the goodness of fit for the two
scales. The motivation for doing this is to, primarily, understand which scale is
more suitable for modelling yield (using the double sigmoidal function). It also
shows how the parameterization of the model changes between years.

In the case where there are mixed results when comparing the fits of the double
sigmoidal models, using either calendar day or Growing Degree Day scales, it
would then be of use to explore what impacts these changes in fit.

There will be two different measurements considered in this section: Mean
Squared Error (MSE), and Mean Absolute Error (MAE). The Mean Squared Error
is defined as:

MSE =
1
n

n

∑
j=1

(y j− ŷ j)
2 (9.4)

and the Mean Absolute Error as:

MAE =
1
n

n

∑
j=1

∣∣y j− ŷ j
∣∣ (9.5)
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These error measures will be used as follows: Using an iterative procedure
like that used in the original work (adding in each day’s bunch mass data incre-
mentally) in 6, it is possible to use the output to calculate these two measures,
and observe how this changes over the growing season. Given the notion that
we require early yield prediction for this project, it therefore can lead into the
discussion about the value of information.

9.4.1 Results
The results from the measures involved MAE and MSE are shown in Figures 9.4,
9.5, 9.6 and 9.7. The results provide inconsistent conclusions relating to the value
of information.

(a) MAE Vague Priors (b) MSE Vague Priors

Figure 9.4: Comparing Mean Absolute Error (a) and Mean Squared Error (b)
measures to check the fit of the Bayesian Model on the 2018/19 grape bunch mass
data on the vague set of priors
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(a) MAE 2017 Priors (b) MSE 2017 Priors

Figure 9.5: Comparing Mean Absolute Error (a) and Mean Squared Error (b)
measures to check the fit of the Bayesian Model on the 2018/19 grape bunch mass
data on the 2016/17-informed set of priors

(a) MAE 2018 Priors (b) MSE 2018 Priors

Figure 9.6: Comparing Mean Absolute Error (a) and Mean Squared Error (b)
measures to check the fit of the Bayesian Model on the 2018/19 grape bunch mass
data on the 2017/18-informed set of priors
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(a) MAE 2017 + 2018 Priors (b) MSE 2017 + 2018 Priors

Figure 9.7: Comparing Mean Absolute Error (a) and Mean Squared Error (b)
measures to check the fit of the Bayesian Model on the 2018/19 grape bunch mass
data on the priors informed from the previous two years of data

This is particularly evident on the calendar day scale, when the next inclusion
of data points is at a time point where the trajectory of growth changes (usually
around the first and second inflection points), there is a dramatic change in the
MAE and MSE values. This is problematic when observing that the spikes change
direction depending on the year (for the 2016/17 growing season, the measures
increase, and for the 2017/18 season, they decrease).

(a) 16/17 Priors (b) 17/18 Priors

Figure 9.8: Comparing the Estimation bounds on the three sets of priors between
the Calendar Day scale and the Growing Degree Day scale.
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Figures 9.8a and 9.8b show the results from fitting three sets of priors (2016/17,
2017/18, and a combination of the two) to the 2018/19 growing season’s bunch
mass measurements. This assesses the Bayesian Model’s predictions not only for
the final yield, but also at other points during the growing season. As one can see,
the model is sensitive to the priors used, whether it be on the calendar day scale,
or the growing degree day scale.

9.4.2 Sensitivity Analysis
Having produced the MSE and MAE measures for the Growing Degree Day and
Calendar Day scales, one can observe the changes in final yield estimates in a few
different contexts. It is possible to observe these changes in fit by first considering
“vague” priors (i.e. the priors used in the previous section on the entire dataset),
as well as using priors which are informed by bunch mass measurement data.
One could then assess whether the same conclusions that were produced from
the previous paper’s analysis would prove to be true under these circumstances
as well. Therefore the following tables show the four sets of priors under both
circumstances:

Coefficient Vague Prior 2017 Prior 2018 Prior 2017 + 2018 Priors

α0 N(4.09,0.11) N(4.40,32.61) N(4.58,155.24) N(4.31,100.77)

∆α T N(0.69,4,0) T N(0.76,13.28,0) T N(0.74,121.99,0) T N(2.01,27.62,0)

β0 N(35, .02) N(186.89,0.93) N(171.26,2.97) N(181.25,1.75)

∆β T N(49,0.11,0) T N(58.48,0.05,0) T N(53.38,0.28,0) T N(58.61,0.05,0)

γ0 T N(0.3,44.44,0) T N(0.09,28591.51,0) T N(0.20,104.75,0) T N(0.07,94918.84,0)

γ1 T N(0.3,44.44,0) T N(0.12,182.66,0) T N(0.27,90.17,0) T N(5.19∗10−5 ,39484085,0)

τ Gamma(4,1) Gamma(208.72,31.55) Gamma(207.62,22.22) Gamma(202.81,26.61)

Table 9.1: Prior distributions used for modeling the growth of grape bunches in
the 2018/19 season. The vague prior is based on general expectations while the
parameters of the 2017, 2018, and 2017 + 2018 priors are based on parametric ap-
proximations of the posterior distributions resulting from combining vague prior
with the 2017, 2018, and a combination of the two year’s of bunch mass data.
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Coefficient Vague Prior 2017 Prior 2018 Prior 2017 + 2018 Priors

α0 N(4.09,0.11) N(4.29,22.78) N(4.56,150.63) N(4.77,473.88)

∆α T N(0.69,4,0) T N(0.91,8.59,0) T N(0.76,104.05,0) T N(0.57,332.68,0)

β0 N(2500,1.6∗10−5) N(2331.68,0.003) N(2178.01,0.005) N(2195.8,0.01)

∆β T N(1000,1.6∗10−5 ,0) T N(1056.63,0.0002,0) T N(1031.17,0.0008,0) T N(1081.75,0.001,0)

γ0 T N(0.03,400,0) T N(0.0005,8275936,0) T N(0.02,3062.71,0) T N(0.006,12102040,0)

γ1 T N(0.03,400,0) T N(0.01,103709.7,0) T N(0.01,16804.2,0) T N(0.01,234172.2,0)

τ Gamma(4,1) Gamma(211.04,31.55) Gamma(208.58,22.37) Gamma(197.83,22.01)

Table 9.2: Prior distributions used for modeling the growth of grape bunches in
the 2018/19 season on the growing degree day scale. The vague prior is based on
general expectations while the parameters of the 2017, 2018, and 2017 + 2018 pri-
ors are based on parametric approximations of the posterior distributions resulting
from combining vague prior with the 2017, 2018, and a combination of the two
year’s of bunch mass data.

The values for the priors of β0 and ∆β came from observing the Growing De-
gree Day sums in relation to the inflection point values for the calendar day scale.
For example, the 200th day on the 2016/17 growing season was approximately
equal to 2500, and around 3500 (β0 + 1000) for the 249th day. The low preci-
sion associated with these two priors in the vague setup allows for these values to
change, depending on if the 2016/17 bunch mass measurements were considered,
or the 2017/18 bunch masses. This is shown by decreases in the means of the
inflection point priors when informed using these two datasets.

9.5 Variable Harvest
Currently analysis has consisted of observing the differences in yield estimates,
in terms of the amount that is predicted. However, this provides no indication of
when it is expected that the final yield (or significantly closer to the final yield) will
be achieved in the growing season. From the perspective of the grape growers, it
is important to have an understanding of when this point is expected, given the
data that is being put into the Bayesian Model.

The first example looks at the date at which 90% of the final (maximum) yield
is achieved in the growing season, and compared between the posterior 95%, 5%,
and the mean estimates. The prediction bounds bunch masses can be provided at
these respective points. Figure 9.9 illustrates this concept, on the calendar day and
growing degree day scales. Table 9.5 show not only the predicted intervals under
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each of these scenarios, but also the number of calendar days (calendar day scale),
or the growing degree day sum (GDD) from July 1 2018.

Vague Post ’17 Post ’18 Post 17 + 18

Mean 3511 (243) 3504 (242) 3502 (242) 3465 (240)

95% 3428 (237) 3438 (238) 3430 (237) 3420 (237)

5% 3605 (249) 3581 (247) 3602 (249) 3526 (244)

Table 9.3: Growing Degree Day sum (Relative calendar days in brackets), demon-
strating when harvest date is expected, using the point at which 90% of the esti-
mated final harvest mass is expected

Vague Post ’17 Post ’18 Post 17 + 18

Vague 243 245 244 229

Post ’17 239 242 240 226

Post ’18 249 250 251 234

Table 9.4: Number of calendar days from July 1, demonstrating when harvest date
is expected, using the point at which 90% of the estimated final harvest mass is
expected

Generally, only a few days differ between the harvest dates, predicted on either
scale. In fact, comparing Tables 9.3 and 9.4, fitting the Bayesian model with priors
from the first two years of the available data produces a difference in expected
harvest dates of around 10 days.

When using the calendar day scale, there is a clear difference in between the
two growing seasons, in terms of when this second peak is observed. In this case,
the peaks are found around 20 calendar days earlier in the 17/18 growing season
as opposed to the 16/17 season, according to Table 9.4. Table 9.3 does not show
such a pattern on the growing degree scale, with the values being approximately
the same.
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Another potential issue stems from the variability in final yields, as a result of
having different harvest dates. From an early yield prediction perspective, it has
already been shown that on the final harvest date, there was a considerable range
in the final yield estimates. When the harvest date is no longer fixed, this problem
will only become more exacerbated.

(a) Calendar Day scale (b) Growing Degree Day Sum scale

Figure 9.9: Exploring the differences in the expected harvest date, by determining
the point at which 90% of the mean final bunch mass measurements is estimated,
according to the calendar day scale (left) and the growing degree day sum scale
(right). The dates are compared across the 95%, 5% estimation bounds, as well as
the mean estimates.

9.6 Discussion
This chapter has demonstrated that considering the impact of temperatures in
the Bayesian Modelling procedure, by fitting the double sigmoidal model on the
growing degree day scale, does not necessarily lead to improvements in the fit of
the model.

Determination of harvest date: The decision to “estimate” the date of harvest
as the date at which 90% of the posterior mean estimated final yield was based
on the aim to be conservative. The events of 2017/18, with the emergence of
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Vague Priors

Vague Day Yield

Mean 243 (99.33, 114.16)

95th 239 (92.69, 106.85)

5th 249 (106.74, 119.29)

Post 17 Priors

Day Yield

Mean 245 (101.76, 112.93)

95th 242 (97.73, 108.37)

5th 250 (107.43, 118.42)

Post 18 Priors

Day Yield

Mean 244 (102.72, 114.33)

95th 240 (98.09, 109.16)

5th 251 (108.91, 119.44)

Post 17 + 18 Priors

Day Yield

Mean 229 (95.44, 101.69)

95th 226 (102.86, 98.92)

5th 234 (98.67, 105.31)

Vague Priors

GDD Yield

Mean 3511 (101.35, 115.68)

95th 3428 (94.51, 107.11)

5th 3605 (108.16, 118.47)

Post 17 Priors

GDD Yield

Mean 3504 (102.17, 111,73)

95th 3438 (96.76, 106.71)

5th 3581 (107.19, 118.25)

Post 18 Priors

GDD Yield

Mean 3502 (102.95, 113.80)

95th 3430 (98.08, 108.22)

5th 3602 (106.69, 116.22)

Post 17 + 18 Priors

GDD Yield

Mean 3465 (104.71, 113.96)

95th 3420 (100.44, 109.46)

5th 3526 (109.41, 118.55)

Table 9.5: Combining expected dates with the predicted bunch masses

Botrytis cinerea in some of the grape bunches, resulted in a significant removal of
the affected bunches. The resulting harvest dates are therefore much earlier than
the usual harvest date (around the 31st of March). For comparison, the latest date
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at which harvest was expected was the 9th of March. Another possible decision
tool for the harvest date, using the tools available at our disposal, would be to
consider the optimal harvest date as the point at which there is a decay in growth
near the end of the growing season (not to be mistaken for the period leading up
to véraison). This can be done by taking the derivative of the double sigmoidal
model, and finding the point at which the maximum of the second peak takes
place for the model. Here The motivation for this is that from this point, the
bunch growth will begin decreasing, eventually to the point at which growth stops,
when the final bunch mass is achieved. Again, like the 90% harvest bunch mass
threshold this particular measure can be seen as a conservative indication of the
point at which preparations for harvest should begin.

Extreme events: With the incorporation of temperature into the Bayesian mod-
elling procedure, a set of circumstances has been unintentionally avoided in terms
of bunch mass estimates. Extreme weather events, which in this context could
refer to events such as drought, snowfall, or heavy rainfall at unexpected periods
throughout the growing season, can have adverse effects on the growth of grape
berries. However, from a prediction perspective, accounting for these potential
occurrences is difficult. One possible remedy for this is to consider the final yield
estimates in terms of “scenarios”, for example, having optimal conditions, average
conditions, or poor conditions.

Data from different locations: This work looked at the original version of the
data outlined in Chapter 6, when only 3 years of bunch mass measurements were
provided. Looking at how this approach could be implemented on datasets such
as the bucket data described in Chapter 8, there could be adjustments to the model
made to accommodate the inclusion of temperature data. While there would not
necessarily be any changes to the asymptote, or slope parameters to a lesser de-
gree, the inflection point parameters could be changed greatly. For example, if
there is temperature information available for each of the vineyards involved in
the study, then this could be used to produce more realistic estimates for each
individual vineyard, for these two parameters. Moreover, having access to tem-
perature data over a region could prove useful in informing the population priors.
One of the main issues with prediction at the start of the growing season is that,
with a lack of information, there is a major reliance on the priors to indicate when
the increases in grape bunch growth (before and after véraison) is expected to be-
gin in the growing season. With temperature data available, this can be used to
indicate whether the process changes in the grape berries will occur more rapidly,
and thus giving the potential to adjust the population priors dynamically.

There also may be issues with the specification of the starting day from wh
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ich the Growing Degree Days are calculated. July 1 is an assumption of a useful
starting point for this summation. However, this may not always be the optimal
choice for the vineyard of interest, as the impacts of climate in general may be
different from location to location.

There is additional uncertainty to any output created from the Bayesian model
using the Growing Degree Day, due to the potential variability that is associated
with climate throughout the growing season. While a calendar day is definitive
in its meaning, with regards to when it occurs during the year, a Growing Degree
Day sum could be achieved over a long period of time throughout the growing
season, particularly towards the time of harvest. Therefore caution needs to be
maintained when attempting to make predictions on this scale.
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Chapter 10

Discussions/Conclusions

This thesis has outlined how a Bayesian Modelling framework could be utilised
to predict bunch grape bunch masses for vineyards, over a number of contexts.
Each of the three core components of the thesis have outlined a key consideration
related to Bayesian Modelling:

• Chapters 5, 6: Develop an understanding of the impact that prior assump-
tions make on the harvest predictions for grape bunch masses. This helped
in understanding the trade-offs between early predictions and accurate pre-
dictions

• Chapter 7: Examine the impact on bunch mass estimates for vineyards by
considering the neighbouring vineyards.

• Chapter 8: Account for situations where data is provided in a format differ-
ent to individual bunch mass measurements.

For Chapter 6, upon taking parametric approximations of the posterior distri-
butions derived from fitting the Bayesian Model to the first two years of bunch
mass data provided, produced improved final yield predictions. However, it was
noted that in the event where new data was not representative of what the vine-
yard had experienced previously, then the model may perform worse, as the priors
force the model to predict incorrect values. Another approach, using the models
from Chapter 7, could be used in an alternate way, by using grape bunch mass
data from multiple seasons, and fitting a hierarchical model in this manner. This
would consider the hyperpriors as the distributions across years, as opposed to
across vineyards, as it was originally used. Doing so may derive more realistic
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prior distributions for the parameters of the double sigmoidal model, particularly
as the precisions may reflect inherent variabilities that can be expected between
vineyards. If this is done over many growing seasons, the findings from Chapter
9 may provide more useful results. There would be a great opportunity to observe
whether the modelling the grape growth using Growing Degree Days, as opposed
to calendar days, would yield better results, particularly in determining the ideal
time period to consider grape harvest.
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Chapter 11

Appendix

11.1 Nonhierarchical Model R code for Bucket Data

# rm(list = ls())

library(truncnorm)
library(tidyr)
library(MCMCpack)
library(reshape2)

set.seed(20200713)

Niter = 10000

MH_Nonhier_Bucket <- function(Dat_mat, weights_mat,
tot_bucket, num_loc,
mu.a0, sd.a0, mu.adelt, sd.adelt,
mu.b0, sd.b0, mu.bdelt, sd.bdelt,
mu.g0, sd.g0, mu.g1, sd.g1,
a0,adelt,b0,bdelt,g0,g1,a,b,sigma,
n, low, high,mu,scale.factor) {

##Dat_mat - contains information on:
# x, y - day of measurement and the bucket mass
# num_bunch - number of bunches in the bucket
# location - numerical value stating which vineyard the
# row of data is affiliated with.

# Mean - mean bunch mass, found by y/num_bunch
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##weights_mat
# location - numerical value stating which vineyard the row of
# data is affiliated with.

# Bucket - Numerical value stating which bucket is being
sampled

# Weights - Dirichlet weight for within the Bucket
# Bucket_mass - total mass of bunches within the bucket
# x, y - day of measurement and the bucket mass

# mu. ... - prior means for the parameters of the
# double sigmoidal model
# sd. ... - priors for standard deviations for parameters of
# double sigmoidal model
# a0, adelt, ... - sampled parameter values for
# double sigmoidal model parameters.
# n - total number of bunches
# a,b - priors for gamma distribution when updating
# error standard deviation
# sigma - current sampled value of sigma
# (error standard deviation)
# low, high - limits for truncated normal distributions,
# usually 0, Inf
# mu - expected bunch mass
# scale.factor - scaling factor used in the Dirichlet
# sampling procedure.

prim.a0 <- prim.adelt <- prim.b0 <- prim.bdelt <- prim.g0 <-
prim.g1 <- prim.sigma <- numeric(num_loc)
prim.weights <- list()
prim.bunch_mass <- list()

##Dealing with buckets

for(i in 1:tot_bucket) {
num_bunch <- Dat_mat$num_bunch[i]
exp_weights <- rep(1/num_bunch,num_bunch)

wn <- rdirichlet(1,weights_mat$Weights[weights_mat$Bucket ==
i] *
scale.factor)
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Xn <- log(wn*Dat_mat$y[i])
X <- log(weights_mat$Weights[weights_mat$Bucket == i] *

Dat_mat$y[i])

likwn <- log_lik_dirdens(Xn,mu[i],sigma[Dat_mat$location[i
]])

likw <- log_lik_dirdens(X,mu[i],sigma[Dat_mat$location[i]])
priorn <- dirdens(wn,exp_weights,1)
prior <- dirdens(weights_mat$Weights[weights_mat$Bucket == i

],
exp_weights,1)

dw <- dirdens(weights_mat$Weights[weights_mat$Bucket == i],
wn, scale.factor)

dwn <- dirdens(wn,weights_mat$Weights[weights_mat$Bucket ==
i],
scale.factor)

logR <- (likwn - likw) + (priorn - prior) + (dw - dwn)

logcheck <- log(runif(1,0,1))

if(logR > logcheck)
{weights_mat$Weights[weights_mat$Bucket == i] <- t(wn)}

weights_mat$y[weights_mat$Bucket == i] <-
weights_mat$Weights[weights_mat$Bucket == i]*Dat_mat$y[i]

}

a0n <- rnorm(num_loc,a0,0.1)

loga0R <- log_lik(weights_mat, a0n, adelt, b0, bdelt,
g0, g1, sigma, num_loc) -
log_lik(weights_mat, a0, adelt, b0, bdelt, g0,

g1, sigma, num_loc) +
dnorm(a0n, mu.a0, sd.a0, log = T) -
dnorm(a0, mu.a0, sd.a0, log = T)

logcheck <- log(runif(num_loc,0,1))

for(i in 1:num_loc) {
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if(loga0R[i]>logcheck[i]) {a0[i] <- a0n[i]}
}

adeltn <- rtruncnorm(num_loc,a = low,b= high,
mean = adelt, sd = 0.1)

logadeltR <- log_lik(weights_mat, a0, adeltn, b0, bdelt,
g0, g1, sigma, num_loc) -
log_lik(weights_mat, a0, adelt, b0, bdelt,

g0, g1, sigma, num_loc) +
truncnormdens(adeltn, mu.adelt, sd.adelt,0,Inf) -
truncnormdens(adelt, mu.adelt, sd.adelt,0,Inf) +
truncnormdens(adelt,adeltn,0.1,low,high) -
truncnormdens(adeltn,adelt,0.1,low,high)

logcheck <- log(runif(num_loc,0,1))

for(i in 1:num_loc) {
if(logadeltR[i]>logcheck[i]) {adelt[i] <-

adeltn[i]}
}

b0n <- rtruncnorm(num_loc,a = low,b= high,
mean = b0, sd = 0.1)

logb0R <- log_lik(weights_mat, a0, adelt, b0n, bdelt,
g0, g1, sigma, num_loc) -
log_lik(weights_mat, a0, adelt, b0, bdelt,

g0, g1, sigma, num_loc) +
truncnormdens(b0n, mu.b0, sd.b0,0,Inf) -
truncnormdens(b0, mu.b0, sd.b0,0,Inf) +
truncnormdens(b0,b0n,0.1,low,high) -
truncnormdens(b0n,b0,0.1,low,high)

logcheck <- log(runif(num_loc,0,1))

for(i in 1:num_loc) {
if(logb0R[i]>logcheck[i]) {b0[i] <- b0n[i]}

}

bdeltn <- rtruncnorm(num_loc,a = low,b= high,
mean = bdelt, sd = 0.1)

logbdeltR <- log_lik(weights_mat, a0, adelt, b0, bdeltn,
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g0, g1, sigma, num_loc) -
log_lik(weights_mat, a0, adelt, b0, bdelt,

g0, g1, sigma, num_loc) +
truncnormdens(bdeltn, mu.bdelt, sd.bdelt,0,Inf) -
truncnormdens(bdelt, mu.bdelt, sd.bdelt,0,Inf) +
truncnormdens(bdelt,bdeltn,0.1,low,high) -
truncnormdens(bdeltn,bdelt,0.1,low,high)

logcheck <- log(runif(num_loc,0,1))

for(i in 1:num_loc) {
if(logbdeltR[i]>logcheck[i]) {bdelt[i] <- bdeltn[i]}

}

g0n <- rtruncnorm(num_loc,a = low,b = high,
mean = g0, sd = 0.1)

logg0R <- log_lik(weights_mat, a0, adelt, b0, bdelt,
g0n, g1, sigma, num_loc) -
log_lik(weights_mat, a0, adelt, b0, bdelt,

g0, g1, sigma, num_loc) +
truncnormdens(g0n, mu.g0, sd.g0,0,Inf) -
truncnormdens(g0, mu.g0, sd.g0,0,Inf) +
truncnormdens(g0,g0n,0.1,low,high) -
truncnormdens(g0n,g0,0.1,low,high)

logcheck <- log(runif(num_loc,0,1))

for(i in 1:num_loc) {
if(logg0R[i]>logcheck[i]) {g0[i] <- g0n[i]}

}

g1n <- rtruncnorm(num_loc,a = low,b = high,
mean = g1, sd = 0.1)

logg1R <- log_lik(weights_mat, a0, adelt, b0, bdelt,
g0, g1n, sigma, num_loc) -
log_lik(weights_mat, a0, adelt, b0, bdelt,

g0, g1, sigma, num_loc) +
truncnormdens(g1n, mu.g1, sd.g1,0,Inf) -
truncnormdens(g1, mu.g1, sd.g1,0,Inf) +
truncnormdens(g1,g1n,0.1,low,high) -
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truncnormdens(g1n,g1,0.1,low,high)

logcheck <- log(runif(num_loc,0,1))

for(i in 1:num_loc) {
if(logg1R[i]>logcheck[i]) {g1[i] <- g1n[i]}

}

#Updating sigma (residual standard deviation) via Gibbs update
.

sigma <- error_nonhier_update(weights_mat, a0, adelt, b0,
bdelt, g0, g1, a, b, num_loc)

prim.a0 <- a0; prim.sigma <- sigma; prim.b0 <- b0; prim.g0 <-
g0;

prim.adelt <- adelt; prim.bdelt <- bdelt; prim.g1 <- g1

prim.weights <- weights_mat$Weights; prim.bunch_mass <-
weights_mat$y

return(list(prim.a0 = prim.a0, prim.sigma = prim.sigma, prim.
b0 = prim.b0, prim.g0 = prim.g0, prim.adelt = prim
.adelt,

prim.bdelt = prim.bdelt, prim.g1 = prim.g1,
prim.weights = prim.weights, prim.bunch_mass = prim.

bunch_mass))

}

log_lik <- function(Dat,a0,adelt,b0,bdelt,g0,g1,sigma,num_loc) {
## Finding the log-likelihoods for the parameters.
# Dat - weights matrix introduced in main function
# a0, adelt, etc - sampled parameter values from
# double sigmoidal model
# sigma - standard deviation for error.
# num_loc - number of locations in the dataset.
loglik <- numeric(num_loc)
for(i in 1:num_loc) {
y <- Dat$y[Dat$location == i]
pred <- a0[i]/(1+exp(-g0[i]*(Dat$x[Dat$location == i] - b0[i

]))) +
adelt[i]/(1+exp(-g1[i]*(Dat$x[Dat$location == i] -
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b0[i] - bdelt[i])))
loglik[i] <- sum(dnorm(log(y), pred,sigma[i],log = T))

}
return(loglik)

}

error_nonhier_update <- function(Dat,a0,adelt,b0,bdelt,g0,g1,a,b
,num_loc) {

## Updating the error
# Dat - weights matrix introduced in main function
# a0, adelt, etc - sampled parameter values from
# double sigmoidal model
# a,b - priors for the (inverse) gamma distribution
# num_loc - number of locations in the dataset.
error = numeric(num_loc)
for(i in 1:num_loc) {

y <- Dat$y[Dat$location == i]
pred <- a0[i]/(1+exp(-g0[i]*(Dat$x[Dat$location == i] - b0[i

]))) +
adelt[i]/(1+exp(-g1[i]*(Dat$x[Dat$location == i] -
b0[i] - bdelt[i])))

SS <- sum((log(y) - pred)ˆ2)
error[i] <- rgamma(1, shape = (a+length(log(y))),

(sum(SS) + 2*b)/2)
}
return(1/sqrt(error))

}

truncnormdens <- function(x,mu,sigma,lo,hi) {
##Returns left-truncated normal density of the sampled

parameter x
# mu - prior mean of the parameter of interest
# sigma - prior standard deviation of the parameter of

interest
# lo, hi - truncations for the normal distribution
numer <- 1/sqrt((2*pi)*sigma)*exp(-((x-mu)ˆ2/(2*sigmaˆ2)))
denom <- (pnorm(hi,mu,sigma) - pnorm(lo,mu,sigma))
fx = log(numer/denom)
return(fx)

}

##Functions to deal with buckets
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log_lik_dirdens <- function(bunches,resp,sigma) {
## Produces the log-likelihood of the sampled bunches
# from the Dirichlet sampling process.
loglik <- sum(dnorm(bunches,resp,sigma,log = T))
return(loglik)

}

exp_pred <- function(Dat,a0,adelt,b0,bdelt,g0,g1) {
## Returns a column of expected bunch masses, given the
# data and sampled parameters.
resp_col <- c()
for(i in 1:num_loc) {

pred <- a0[i]/(1+exp(-g0[i]*(Dat$x[Dat$location == i] - b0[i
]))) +

adelt[i]/(1+exp(-g1[i]*(Dat$x[Dat$location == i] - b0[i] -
bdelt[i])))

resp_col <- c(resp_col,pred)
}
return(resp_col)

}

dirdens <- function(x,alpha,scale.factor) {
# x are the values at which the density is evaluated
# alpha is the set of parameters for the distribution
# scale.factor is the tuning parameter.
dirichletdens <- lgamma(sum(alpha*scale.factor)) -
sum(lgamma(alpha*scale.factor)) + sum(((alpha*scale.factor)-1)

*log(x*scale.factor))
return(dirichletdens)

}

11.2 Hierarchical Model R Code for Bucket Data

# rm(list = ls())

library(truncnorm)
library(tidyr)
library(MCMCpack)
library(reshape2)
library(ggplot2)
library(dplyr)

set.seed(20200713)
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MH_Hier_Bucket <- function(Dat_mat, weights_mat, tot_bucket,
num_loc,

mu.a0, preca0, mu.adelt, precadelt,
mu.b0, precb0, mu.bdelt, precbdelt,
mu.g0, precg0, mu.g1, precg1,
a0,adelt,b0,bdelt,g0,g1,a,b,sigma, n,
mua0, muadelt, mub0, mubdelt, mug0,

mug1,
tau.a0, tau.adelt, tau.b0,
tau.bdelt, tau.g0, tau.g1,
a.a0, b.a0, a.adelt, b.adelt, a.b0, b

.b0,
a.bdelt, b.bdelt, a.g0, b.g0, a.g1, b

.g1,
low, high, mu, scale.factor) {

##Dat_Mat - contains information on:
#x, y - day of measurement and the bucket mass
# num_bunch - number of bunches in the bucket
# location - numerical value stating which vineyard
# the row of data is affiliated with.
# Mean - mean bunch mass, found by y/num_bunch

##weights_mat
# location - numerical value stating which vineyard the row of
# data is affiliated with.
# Bucket - Numerical value stating which bucket is being

sampled
# Weights - Dirichlet weight for within the Bucket
# Bucket_mass - total mass of bunches within the bucket
#x, y - day of measurement and the bucket mass

#num_loc - Total number of vineyards included in dataset

# mu. ... - hyperprior means for the parameters of the
# double sigmoidal model
# prec. ... - priors for precisions for parameters of
# double sigmoidal model
# a0, adelt, ... - sampled parameter values for
# double sigmoidal model parameters.
# mu... - population means for parameters of
# double sigmoidal model. These are updated at each iteration
# tau. ... - hyperprior standard deviation for
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# population parameters of double sigmoidal model.
# n - total number of bunches
# a,b - priors for gamma distribution when updating
# error standard deviation
# a. ..., b. ... - priors for population
# parameter standard deviations
# sigma - current sampled value of sigma
# (error standard deviation)
# low, high - limits for truncated normal
# distributions, usually 0, Inf
# mu - expected bunch mass
# scale.factor - scaling factor used in the
# Dirichlet sampling procedure.

prim.a0 <- prim.adelt <- prim.b0 <- prim.bdelt <-
prim.g0 <- prim.g1 <- numeric(num_loc)

prim.sigma <- numeric(1)
prim.mu.a0 <- prim.mu.b0 <- prim.mu.g0 <- prim.mu.adelt <-

prim.mu.bdelt <- prim.mu.g1 <- numeric(1)
prim.sd.a0 <- prim.sd.adelt <- prim.sd.b0 <- prim.sd.bdelt <-

prim.sd.g0 <- prim.g1 <- prim.sigma <- numeric(1)
prim.weights <- list()
prim.bunch_mass <- list()

##Dealing with buckets

for(i in 1:tot_bucket) {
num_bunch <- Dat_mat$num_bunch[i]
exp_weights <- rep(1/num_bunch,num_bunch)

wn <- rdirichlet(1,weights_mat$Weights[weights_mat$Bucket ==
i] *
scale.factor)

Xn <- log(wn*Dat_mat$y[i])
X <- log(weights_mat$Weights[weights_mat$Bucket == i] *

Dat_mat$y[i])

likwn <- log_lik_dirdens(Xn,mu[i],sigma)
likw <- log_lik_dirdens(X,mu[i],sigma)
priorn <- dirdens(wn,exp_weights,100)
prior <- dirdens(weights_mat$Weights[weights_mat$Bucket == i

],
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exp_weights,100)
dw <- dirdens(weights_mat$Weights[weights_mat$Bucket == i],

wn, scale.factor)
dwn <- dirdens(wn,weights_mat$Weights[weights_mat$Bucket ==

i],
scale.factor)

logR <- (likwn - likw) + (priorn - prior) + (dw - dwn)

logcheck <- log(runif(1,0,1))

if(logR > logcheck) {weights_mat$Weights[weights_mat$Bucket
== i] <- t(wn)}

weights_mat$y[weights_mat$Bucket == i] <-
weights_mat$Weights[weights_mat$Bucket == i]*Dat_mat$y[i]

}

a0n <- rnorm(num_loc,a0,0.1)

loga0R <- log_lik(weights_mat, a0n, adelt, b0, bdelt,
g0, g1, sigma, num_loc) -
log_lik(weights_mat, a0, adelt, b0, bdelt,

g0, g1, sigma, num_loc) +
dnorm(a0n, mua0, 1/sqrt(preca0), log = T) -
dnorm(a0, mua0, 1/sqrt(preca0), log = T)

logcheck <- log(runif(num_loc,0,1))

for(i in 1:num_loc) {
if(loga0R[i]>logcheck[i]) {a0[i] <- a0n[i]}

}

adeltn <- rtruncnorm(num_loc,a = low,b= high,
mean = adelt, sd = 0.1)

logadeltR <- log_lik(weights_mat, a0, adeltn, b0, bdelt,
g0, g1, sigma, num_loc) -
log_lik(weights_mat, a0, adelt, b0, bdelt,
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g0, g1, sigma, num_loc) +
truncnormdens(adeltn, muadelt, 1/sqrt(precadelt),0,Inf) -
truncnormdens(adelt, muadelt, 1/sqrt(precadelt),0,Inf) +
truncnormdens(adelt,adeltn,0.1,low,high) -
truncnormdens(adeltn,adelt,0.1,low,high)

logcheck <- log(runif(num_loc,0,1))

for(i in 1:num_loc) {
if(logadeltR[i]>logcheck[i]) {adelt[i] <- adeltn[i]}

}

b0n <- rtruncnorm(num_loc,a = low,b= high,
mean = b0, sd = 0.1)

logb0R <- log_lik(weights_mat, a0, adelt, b0n, bdelt,
g0, g1, sigma, num_loc) -
log_lik(weights_mat, a0, adelt, b0, bdelt,

g0, g1, sigma, num_loc) +
truncnormdens(b0n, mub0, 1/sqrt(precb0),0,Inf) -
truncnormdens(b0, mub0, 1/sqrt(precb0),0,Inf) +
truncnormdens(b0,b0n,0.1,low,high) -
truncnormdens(b0n,b0,0.1,low,high)

logcheck <- log(runif(num_loc,0,1))

for(i in 1:num_loc) {
if(logb0R[i]>logcheck[i]) {b0[i] <- b0n[i]}

}

bdeltn <- rtruncnorm(num_loc,a = low,b= high,
mean = bdelt, sd = 0.1)

logbdeltR <- log_lik(weights_mat, a0, adelt, b0, bdeltn,
g0, g1, sigma, num_loc) -
log_lik(weights_mat, a0, adelt, b0, bdelt,

g0, g1, sigma, num_loc) +
truncnormdens(bdeltn, mubdelt, 1/sqrt(precbdelt),0,Inf) -
truncnormdens(bdelt, mubdelt, 1/sqrt(precbdelt),0,Inf) +
truncnormdens(bdelt,bdeltn,0.1,low,high) -
truncnormdens(bdeltn,bdelt,0.1,low,high)

logcheck <- log(runif(num_loc,0,1))
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for(i in 1:num_loc) {
if(logbdeltR[i]>logcheck[i]) {bdelt[i] <- bdeltn[i]}

}

g0n <- rtruncnorm(num_loc,a = low,b = high,
mean = g0, sd = 0.1)

logg0R <- log_lik(weights_mat, a0, adelt, b0, bdelt,
g0n, g1, sigma, num_loc) -
log_lik(weights_mat, a0, adelt, b0, bdelt,

g0, g1, sigma, num_loc) +
truncnormdens(g0n, mug0, 1/sqrt(precg0),0,Inf) -
truncnormdens(g0, mug0, 1/sqrt(precg0),0,Inf) +
truncnormdens(g0,g0n,0.1,low,high) -
truncnormdens(g0n,g0,0.1,low,high)

logcheck <- log(runif(num_loc,0,1))

for(i in 1:num_loc) {
if(logg0R[i]>logcheck[i]) {g0[i] <- g0n[i]}

}

g1n <- rtruncnorm(num_loc,a = low,b = high,
mean = g1, sd = 0.1)

logg1R <- log_lik(weights_mat, a0, adelt, b0, bdelt,
g0, g1n, sigma, num_loc) -
log_lik(weights_mat, a0, adelt, b0, bdelt,

g0, g1, sigma, num_loc) +
truncnormdens(g1n, mug1, 1/sqrt(precg1),0,Inf) -
truncnormdens(g1, mug1, 1/sqrt(precg1),0,Inf) +
truncnormdens(g1,g1n,0.1,low,high) -
truncnormdens(g1n,g1,0.1,low,high)

logcheck <- log(runif(num_loc,0,1))

for(i in 1:num_loc) {
if(logg1R[i]>logcheck[i]) {g1[i] <- g1n[i]}

}

##MH step for sampling population mean of a0
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mua0n <- rnorm(1,mua0,0.1)

logmua0R <- sum(dnorm(a0, mua0n, 1/sqrt(preca0), log = T)) -
sum(dnorm(a0, mua0, 1/sqrt(preca0), log = T)) +
dnorm(mua0n, mu.a0, tau.a0, log = T) -
dnorm(mua0, mu.a0, tau.a0, log = T)

logcheck <- log(runif(1,0,1))

if(logmua0R > logcheck) {mua0 <- mua0n}

##MH step for sampling population mean of adelt

muadeltn <- rtruncnorm(1,a = low,b= high,mean = muadelt, sd =
0.1)

logmuadeltR <- sum(dnorm(adelt, muadeltn,
1/sqrt(precadelt), log = T)) -
sum(dnorm(adelt, muadelt, 1/sqrt(precadelt), log = T)) +
truncnormdens(muadeltn, mu.adelt, tau.adelt,0,Inf) -
truncnormdens(muadelt, mu.adelt, tau.adelt,0,Inf) +
truncnormdens(muadelt,muadeltn,0.1,low,high) -
truncnormdens(muadeltn,muadelt,0.1,low,high)

logcheck <- log(runif(1,0,1))

if(logmuadeltR > logcheck) {muadelt <- muadeltn}

##MH step for sampling population mean of b0

mub0n <- rtruncnorm(1,a = low,b = high,
mean = mub0, sd = 0.1)

logmub0R <- sum(dnorm(b0, mub0n,
1/sqrt(precb0), log = T)) -
sum(dnorm(b0, mub0, 1/sqrt(precb0), log = T)) +
truncnormdens(mub0n, mu.b0, tau.b0,0,Inf) -
truncnormdens(mub0, mu.b0, tau.b0,0,Inf) +
truncnormdens(mub0,mub0n,0.1,low,high) -
truncnormdens(mub0n,mub0,0.1,low,high)

logcheck <- log(runif(1,0,1))
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if(logmub0R > logcheck) {mub0 <- mub0n}

##MH step for sampling population mean of bdelt

mubdeltn <- rtruncnorm(1,a = low,b = high,
mean = mubdelt, sd = 0.1)

logmubdeltR <- sum(dnorm(bdelt, mubdeltn,
1/sqrt(precbdelt), log = T)) -
sum(dnorm(bdelt, mubdelt, 1/sqrt(precbdelt), log = T)) +
truncnormdens(mubdeltn, mu.bdelt, tau.bdelt,0,Inf) -
truncnormdens(mubdelt, mu.bdelt, tau.bdelt,0,Inf) +
truncnormdens(mubdelt,mubdeltn,0.1,low,high) -
truncnormdens(mubdeltn,mubdelt,0.1,low,high)

logcheck <- log(runif(1,0,1))

if(logmubdeltR > logcheck) {mubdelt <- mubdeltn}

##MH step for sampling population mean of g0

mug0n <- rtruncnorm(1,a = low,b = high,
mean = mug0, sd = 0.1)

logmug0R <- sum(dnorm(g0, mug0n,
1/sqrt(precg0), log = T)) -
sum(dnorm(g0, mug0, 1/sqrt(precg0), log = T)) +
truncnormdens(mug0n, mu.g0, tau.g0,0,Inf) -
truncnormdens(mug0, mu.g0, tau.g0,0,Inf) +
truncnormdens(mug0,mug0n,0.1,low,high) -
truncnormdens(mug0n,mug0,0.1,low,high)

logcheck <- log(runif(1,0,1))

if(logmug0R > logcheck) {mug0 <- mug0n}

##MH step for sampling population mean of g1

mug1n <- rtruncnorm(1,a = low,b = high,
mean = mug1, sd = 0.1)

logmug1R <- sum(dnorm(g1, mug1n,
1/sqrt(precg1), log = T)) -
sum(dnorm(g1, mug1, 1/sqrt(precg1), log = T)) +
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truncnormdens(mug1n, mu.g1, tau.g1,0,Inf) -
truncnormdens(mug1, mu.g1, tau.g1,0,Inf) +
truncnormdens(mug1,mug1n,0.1,low,high) -
truncnormdens(mug1n,mug1,0.1,low,high)

logcheck <- log(runif(1,0,1))

if(logmug1R > logcheck) {mug1 <- mug1n}

#Updating sigma (residual standard deviation)
# via Gibbs update.

sigma <- error_hier_update(n,weights_mat, a0, adelt, b0, bdelt
,

g0, g1, a, b, num_loc)

## updating preca0 via MH update
preca0n <- rgamma(1,preca0,1)

logpreca0R <- tau_post_sym(preca0n,num_loc,
a0,mua0,a.a0,b.a0) -
tau_post_sym(preca0,num_loc,a0,mua0,a.a0,b.a0) +
dgamma(preca0,preca0n,1,log = T) -
dgamma(preca0n,preca0,1,log = T)

logcheck <- log(runif(1,0,1))

if(logpreca0R > logcheck) {preca0 <- preca0n}

## updating precadelt via MH update
precadeltn <- rgamma(1,precadelt,1)

logprecadeltR <- tau_post_asym(precadeltn,num_loc,adelt,
muadelt,a.adelt,b.adelt,low,high) -
tau_post_asym(precadelt,num_loc,adelt,muadelt,

a.adelt,b.adelt,low,high) +
dgamma(precadelt,precadeltn,1,log = T) -
dgamma(precadeltn,precadelt,1,log = T)

logcheck <- log(runif(1,0,1))

if(logprecadeltR > logcheck) {precadelt <- precadeltn}

## updating precb0 via MH update
precb0n <- rgamma(1,precb0,1)
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logprecb0R <- tau_post_asym(precb0n,num_loc,b0,
mub0,a.b0,b.b0,low,high) -
tau_post_asym(precb0,num_loc,b0,mub0,

a.b0,b.b0,low,high) +
dgamma(precb0,precb0n,1,log = T) -
dgamma(precb0n,precb0,1,log = T)

logcheck <- log(runif(1,0,1))

if(logprecb0R > logcheck) {precb0 <- precb0n}

## updating precbdelt via MH update
precbdeltn <- rgamma(1,precbdelt,1)

logprecbdeltR <- tau_post_asym(precbdeltn,num_loc,bdelt,
mubdelt,a.bdelt,b.bdelt,low,high) -
tau_post_asym(precbdelt,num_loc,bdelt,mubdelt,

a.bdelt,b.bdelt,low,high) +
dgamma(precbdelt,precbdeltn,1,log = T) -
dgamma(precbdeltn,precbdelt,1,log = T)

logcheck <- log(runif(1,0,1))

if(logprecbdeltR > logcheck) {precbdelt <- precbdeltn}

## updating precg0 via MH update
precg0n <- rgamma(1,precg0,1)

logprecg0R <- tau_post_asym(precg0n,num_loc,g0,
mug0,a.g0,b.g0,low,high) -
tau_post_asym(precg0,num_loc,g0,mug0,

a.g0,b.g0,low,high) +
dgamma(precg0,precg0n,1,log = T) -
dgamma(precg0n,precg0,1,log = T)

logcheck <- log(runif(1,0,1))

if(logprecg0R > logcheck) {precg0 <- precg0n}

## updating precg1 via MH update
precg1n <- rgamma(1,precg1,1)

logprecg1R <- tau_post_asym(precg1n,num_loc,g1,
mug1,a.g1,b.g1,low,high) -
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tau_post_asym(precg1,num_loc,g1,mug1,
a.g1,b.g1,low,high) +

dgamma(precg1,precg1n,1,log = T) -
dgamma(precg1n,precg1,1,log = T)

logcheck <- log(runif(1,0,1))

if(logprecg1R > logcheck) {precg1 <- precg1n}

prim.a0 <- a0; prim.sigma <- sigma; prim.b0 <- b0;
prim.g0 <- g0; prim.adelt <- adelt; prim.bdelt <- bdelt;

prim.g1 <- g1

prim.mu.a0 <- mua0; prim.mu.b0 <- mub0; prim.mu.g0 <- mug0
prim.mu.adelt <- muadelt; prim.mu.bdelt <- mubdelt;

prim.mu.g1 <- mug1

prim.sd.a0 <- preca0; prim.sd.b0 <- precb0; prim.sd.g0 <-
precg0; prim.sd.adelt <- precadelt; prim.sd.bdelt <-

precbdelt;
prim.sd.g1 <- precg1

prim.weights <- weights_mat$Weights; prim.bunch_mass <-
weights_mat$y

return(list(prim.a0 = prim.a0, prim.sigma = prim.sigma,
prim.b0 = prim.b0, prim.g0 = prim.g0, prim.adelt = prim.

adelt,
prim.bdelt = prim.bdelt, prim.g1 = prim.g1,
prim.mu.a0 = prim.mu.a0, prim.mu.b0 = prim.mu.b0,
prim.mu.g0 = prim.mu.g0, prim.mu.adelt = prim.mu.

adelt,
prim.mu.bdelt = prim.mu.bdelt, prim.mu.g1 = prim.

mu.g1,
prim.sd.a0 = prim.sd.a0, prim.sd.b0 = prim.sd.b0,
prim.sd.g0 = prim.sd.g0, prim.sd.adelt = prim.sd.

adelt,
prim.sd.bdelt = prim.sd.bdelt, prim.sd.g1 = prim.

sd.g1,
prim.weights = prim.weights, prim.bunch_mass =

prim.bunch_mass))

}
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log_lik <- function(Dat,a0,adelt,b0,bdelt,g0,g1,sigma,num_loc) {
## Finding the log-likelihoods for the parameters.
# Dat - weights matrix introduced in main function
# a0, adelt, etc - sampled parameter values from
# double sigmoidal model
# sigma - standard deviation for error.
# num_loc - number of locations in the dataset.
loglik <- numeric(num_loc)
for(i in 1:num_loc) {

y <- Dat$y[Dat$location == i]
pred <- a0[i]/(1+exp(-g0[i]*(Dat$x[Dat$location == i] -

b0[i]))) +
adelt[i]/(1+exp(-g1[i]*(Dat$x[Dat$location == i] -

b0[i] - bdelt[i])))
loglik[i] <- sum(dnorm(log(y), pred,sigma,log = T))

}
return(loglik)

}

log_lik_mu <- function(Dat,a0,adelt,b0,bdelt,g0,g1,sigma,num_loc
) {

## Finding the log-likelihoods for the population parameters.
# Dat - weights matrix introduced in main function
# a0, adelt, etc - sampled parameter values from
# double sigmoidal model
# sigma - standard deviation for error.
# num_loc - number of locations in the dataset.
loglik <- numeric(num_loc)
for(i in 1:num_loc) {

y <- Dat$y[Dat$location == i]
pred <- a0[i]/(1+exp(-g0[i]*(Dat$x[Dat$location == i] -

b0[i]))) +
adelt[i]/(1+exp(-g1[i]*(Dat$x[Dat$location == i] -

b0[i] - bdelt[i])))
loglik[i] <- sum(dnorm(log(y), pred,sigma,log = T))

}
return(sum(loglik))

}

error_hier_update <- function(n,Dat,a0,adelt,b0,bdelt,
g0,g1,a,b,num_loc) {
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## Updating the error
# n - total number of bunch masses in the dataset
# Dat - weights matrix introduced in main function
# a0, adelt, etc - sampled parameter values from
# double sigmoidal model
# a,b - priors for the (inverse) gamma distribution
# num_loc - number of locations in the dataset.
SS = numeric(num_loc)
for(i in 1:num_loc) {

y <- Dat$y[Dat$location == i]
pred <- a0[i]/(1+exp(-g0[i]*(Dat$x[Dat$location == i] -

b0[i]))) +
adelt[i]/(1+exp(-g1[i]*(Dat$x[Dat$location == i] -

b0[i] - bdelt[i])))
SS[i] <- sum((log(y) - pred)ˆ2)

}
error <- rgamma(1, shape = (a+n), (sum(SS) + 2*b)/2)
return(1/sqrt(error))

}

tau_post_sym <- function(t,n,param,mparam,a.param,b.param) {
##Update for the population standard deviations for
# the parameters of the double sigmoidal model
## which have been sampled from symmetric normal distributions

a <- (n/2 + a.param)
s <- 1/(0.5*sum((param - mparam)ˆ2) + b.param)
logval <- (a-1)*log(t) - log(gamma(a)) - a*log(s) - t/s
return(logval)

}

tau_post_asym <- function(t,num_loc,param,mparam,a.param,b.param
,low,high) {

##Update for the population standard deviations for the
# parameters of the double sigmoidal model
# which have been sampled from asymmetric (left-truncated)
# normal distributions

a <- (num_loc/2 + a.param)
s <- 1/(0.5*sum((param - mparam)ˆ2) + b.param)
numer <- (a-1)*log(t) - log(gamma(a)) - a*log(s) - t/s
denom <- log(pnorm(high,mparam,1/sqrt(t)) -

pnorm(low,mparam,1/sqrt(t)))
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return(numer-denom)
}

truncnormdens <- function(x,mu,sigma,a,b) {
##Returns left-truncated normal density of the
# sampled parameter x
# mu - prior mean of the parameter of interest
# sigma - prior standard deviation of the parameter of

interest
# lo, hi - truncations for the normal distribution
numer <- 1/(sqrt(2*pi)*sigma)*exp(-0.5*((x-mu)ˆ2/(sigmaˆ2)))
denom <- (pnorm(b,mu,sigma) - pnorm(a,mu,sigma))
fx = log(numer/denom)
return(fx)

}

##Functions to deal with buckets
log_lik_dirdens <- function(bunches,resp,sigma) {

## Produces the log-likelihood of the sampled bunches
# from the Dirichlet sampling process.

loglik <- sum(dnorm(bunches,resp,sigma,log = T))
return(loglik)

}

exp_pred <- function(Dat,a0,adelt,b0,bdelt,g0,g1, num_loc) {
## Returns a column of expected bunch masses,
# given the data and sampled parameters.
resp_col <- c()
for(i in 1:num_loc) {

pred <- a0[i]/(1+exp(-g0[i]*(Dat$x[Dat$location == i] -
b0[i]))) +

adelt[i]/(1+exp(-g1[i]*(Dat$x[Dat$location == i] -
b0[i] - bdelt[i])))

resp_col <- c(resp_col,pred)
}
return(resp_col)

}

dirdens <- function(x,alpha,scale.factor) {
# x are the values at which the density is evaluated
# alpha is the set of parameters for the distribution
# scale.factor is the tuning parameter.
dirichletdens <- lgamma(sum(alpha*scale.factor)) -
sum(lgamma(alpha*scale.factor)) + sum(((alpha*scale.factor)
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-1)*log(x*scale.factor))
return(dirichletdens)

}
}
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11.3 Diagnostic Plots

11.3.1 Chapter 6 - Initial Bayesian Modelling Procedure
Analysis of Commercial Vineyard Data

Figure 11.1: Traceplots of the samples of α0, produced in order to conduct para-
metric approximation of the posterior distributions resulting from combining the
vague prior with the 2016/17 growing season’s data (top), the 2017/18 growing
season’s data (middle) and a combination of both (bottom)
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Figure 11.2: Traceplots of the samples of ∆α , produced in order to conduct para-
metric approximation of the posterior distributions resulting from combining the
vague prior with the 2016/17 growing season’s data (top), the 2017/18 growing
season’s data (middle) and a combination of both (bottom)
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Figure 11.3: Traceplots of the samples of β0, produced in order to conduct para-
metric approximation of the posterior distributions resulting from combining the
vague prior with the 2016/17 growing season’s data (top), the 2017/18 growing
season’s data (middle) and a combination of both (bottom)
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Figure 11.4: Traceplots of the samples of ∆β , produced in order to conduct para-
metric approximation of the posterior distributions resulting from combining the
vague prior with the 2016/17 growing season’s data (top), the 2017/18 growing
season’s data (middle) and a combination of both (bottom)
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Figure 11.5: Traceplots of the samples of γ0, produced in order to conduct para-
metric approximation of the posterior distributions resulting from combining the
vague prior with the 2016/17 growing season’s data (top), the 2017/18 growing
season’s data (middle) and a combination of both (bottom)
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Figure 11.6: Traceplots of the samples of γ1, produced in order to conduct para-
metric approximation of the posterior distributions resulting from combining the
vague prior with the 2016/17 growing season’s data (top), the 2017/18 growing
season’s data (middle) and a combination of both (bottom)
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(a) α0 (b) ∆α

(c) β0 (d) ∆β

(e) γ0 (f) γ1

Figure 11.7: Traceplots of the parameters of the double sigmoidal model, having
fit the Bayesian model to the 2018/19 growing season’s data, using the set of un-
informed (vague) priors. The black line represents the sampled parameters before
observations were included in the model. Different colours represent differing
numbers of datapoints being included in the modelling procedure.
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(a) α0 (b) ∆α

(c) β0 (d) ∆β

(e) γ0 (f) γ1

Figure 11.8: Traceplots of the parameters of the double sigmoidal model, having
fit the Bayesian model to the 2018/19 growing season’s data, using the priors
informed on the 2016/17 growing season’s data. The black line represents the
sampled parameters before observations were included in the model. Different
colours represent differing numbers of datapoints being included in the modelling
procedure.
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(a) α0 (b) ∆α

(c) β0 (d) ∆β

(e) γ0 (f) γ1

Figure 11.9: Traceplots of the parameters of the double sigmoidal model, having
fit the Bayesian model to the 2018/19 growing season’s data, using the priors
informed on the 2017/18 growing season’s data. The black line represents the
sampled parameters before observations were included in the model. Different
colours represent differing numbers of datapoints being included in the modelling
procedure.
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(a) α0 (b) ∆α

(c) β0 (d) ∆β

(e) γ0 (f) γ1

Figure 11.10: Traceplots of the parameters of the double sigmoidal model, having
fit the Bayesian model to the 2018/19 growing season’s data, using the priors
informed on both the 2016/17 and 2017/18 growing season’s data. The black
line represents the sampled parameters before observations were included in the
model. Different colours represent differing numbers of datapoints being included
in the modelling procedure.
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Simulation Studies

Figure 11.11: Traceplots of the double sigmoidal model parameters from fitting
to the simulated data generated in Chapter 6. These come from the model using
vague priors
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Figure 11.12: Traceplots of the double sigmoidal model parameters from fitting to
the simulated data generated in Chapter 6. These come from the model informed
using the data from the 2016/17 growing season
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Figure 11.13: Traceplots of the double sigmoidal model parameters from fitting to
the simulated data generated in Chapter 6. These come from the model informed
using the data from the 2017/18 growing season
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Figure 11.14: Traceplots of the double sigmoidal model parameters from fitting to
the simulated data generated in Chapter 6. These come from the model informed
using the data from both the 2016/17 and 2017/18 growing seasons
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11.3.2 Chapter 7 - Hierarchical Model

Figure 11.15: Traceplots for the samples of the population means µα0 and µ∆α
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Figure 11.16: Traceplots for the samples of the population means µβ0 and µ∆β
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Figure 11.17: Traceplots for the samples of the population means µγ0 and µγ1
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Non-hierarchical modelling

Figure 11.18: Traceplots for the samples of α0 produced from the model with
no hierarchy assumed. The plots are separated into two lots, due to the differing
behaviour seen for vineyards 8 and 9 in the data
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Figure 11.19: Traceplots for the samples of ∆α produced from the model with
no hierarchy assumed. The plots are separated into two lots, due to the differing
behaviour seen for vineyards 8 and 9 in the data
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Figure 11.20: Traceplots for the samples of β0 produced from the model with
no hierarchy assumed. The plots are separated into two lots, due to the differing
behaviour seen for vineyards 8 and 9 in the data
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Figure 11.21: Traceplots for the samples of ∆β produced from the model with
no hierarchy assumed. The plots are separated into two lots, due to the differing
behaviour seen for vineyards 8 and 9 in the data
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Figure 11.22: Traceplots for the samples of γ0 produced from the model with no
hierarchy assumed. The plots are separated into two lots, due to the differing
behaviour seen for vineyards 8 and 9 in the data
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Figure 11.23: Traceplots for the samples of γ1 produced from the model with no
hierarchy assumed. The plots are separated into two lots, due to the differing
behaviour seen for vineyards 8 and 9 in the data
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Hierarchical modelling

Figure 11.24: Traceplots for the samples of α0 produced from the model with
a hierarchy assumed. The plots are separated into two lots, due to the differing
behaviour seen for vineyards 8 and 9 in the data
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Figure 11.25: Traceplots for the samples of ∆α produced from the model with
a hierarchy assumed. The plots are separated into two lots, due to the differing
behaviour seen for vineyards 8 and 9 in the data
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Figure 11.26: Traceplots for the samples of β0 produced from the model with
a hierarchy assumed. The plots are separated into two lots, due to the differing
behaviour seen for vineyards 8 and 9 in the data
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Figure 11.27: Traceplots for the samples of ∆β produced from the model with
a hierarchy assumed. The plots are separated into two lots, due to the differing
behaviour seen for vineyards 8 and 9 in the data
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Figure 11.28: Traceplots for the samples of γ0 produced from the model with a
hierarchy assumed. The plots are separated into two lots, due to the differing
behaviour seen for vineyards 8 and 9 in the data
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Figure 11.29: Traceplots for the samples of γ1 produced from the model with a
hierarchy assumed. The plots are separated into two lots, due to the differing
behaviour seen for vineyards 8 and 9 in the data
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11.3.3 Chapter 8 - Bucket Model

Figure 11.30: Traceplots for the samples of the population means µα0 from the
bucket model analysis in Chapter 8
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Figure 11.31: Traceplots for the samples of the population means µ∆α from the
bucket model analysis in Chapter 8
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Figure 11.32: Traceplots for the samples of the population means µβ0 from the
bucket model analysis in Chapter 8
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Figure 11.33: Traceplots for the samples of the population means µ∆β from the
bucket model analysis in Chapter 8
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Figure 11.34: Traceplots for the samples of the population means µγ0 from the
bucket model analysis in Chapter 8
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Figure 11.35: Traceplots for the samples of the population means µγ1 from the
bucket model analysis in Chapter 8
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Non-hierarchical modelling

Figure 11.36: Traceplots for the samples of α0 produced from the model with no
hierarchy assumed. The plots are separated into sets of 12 for visibility, where the
top figure corresponds to vineyards 1-12 in the data, the middle figure to vineyards
13-24, and the bottom plot to vineyards 25-36.
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Figure 11.37: Traceplots for the samples of ∆α produced from the model with no
hierarchy assumed. The plots are separated into sets of 12 for visibility, where the
top figure corresponds to vineyards 1-12 in the data, the middle figure to vineyards
13-24, and the bottom plot to vineyards 25-36.
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Figure 11.38: Traceplots for the samples of β0 produced from the model with no
hierarchy assumed. The plots are separated into sets of 12 for visibility, where the
top figure corresponds to vineyards 1-12 in the data, the middle figure to vineyards
13-24, and the bottom plot to vineyards 25-36.
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Figure 11.39: Traceplots for the samples of ∆β produced from the model with no
hierarchy assumed. The plots are separated into sets of 12 for visibility, where the
top figure corresponds to vineyards 1-12 in the data, the middle figure to vineyards
13-24, and the bottom plot to vineyards 25-36.
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Figure 11.40: Traceplots for the samples of γ0 produced from the model with no
hierarchy assumed. The plots are separated into sets of 12 for visibility, where the
top figure corresponds to vineyards 1-12 in the data, the middle figure to vineyards
13-24, and the bottom plot to vineyards 25-36.
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Figure 11.41: Traceplots for the samples of γ1 produced from the model with no
hierarchy assumed. The plots are separated into sets of 12 for visibility, where the
top figure corresponds to vineyards 1-12 in the data, the middle figure to vineyards
13-24, and the bottom plot to vineyards 25-36.
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Hierarchical modelling

Figure 11.42: Traceplots for the samples of α0 produced from the model with a
hierarchy assumed. The plots are separated into sets of 12 for visibility, where the
top figure corresponds to vineyards 1-12 in the data, the middle figure to vineyards
13-24, and the bottom plot to vineyards 25-36.
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Figure 11.43: Traceplots for the samples of ∆α produced from the model with a
hierarchy assumed. The plots are separated into sets of 12 for visibility, where the
top figure corresponds to vineyards 1-12 in the data, the middle figure to vineyards
13-24, and the bottom plot to vineyards 25-36.
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Figure 11.44: Traceplots for the samples of β0 produced from the model with a
hierarchy assumed. The plots are separated into sets of 12 for visibility, where the
top figure corresponds to vineyards 1-12 in the data, the middle figure to vineyards
13-24, and the bottom plot to vineyards 25-36.
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Figure 11.45: Traceplots for the samples of ∆β produced from the model with a
hierarchy assumed. The plots are separated into sets of 12 for visibility, where the
top figure corresponds to vineyards 1-12 in the data, the middle figure to vineyards
13-24, and the bottom plot to vineyards 25-36.
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Figure 11.46: Traceplots for the samples of γ0 produced from the model with a
hierarchy assumed. The plots are separated into sets of 12 for visibility, where the
top figure corresponds to vineyards 1-12 in the data, the middle figure to vineyards
13-24, and the bottom plot to vineyards 25-36.
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Figure 11.47: Traceplots for the samples of γ1 produced from the model with a
hierarchy assumed. The plots are separated into sets of 12 for visibility, where the
top figure corresponds to vineyards 1-12 in the data, the middle figure to vineyards
13-24, and the bottom plot to vineyards 25-36.
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11.3.4 Chapter 9 - Growing Degree Days

Figure 11.48: Traceplots of the samples of α0, produced in order to conduct para-
metric approximation of the posterior distributions resulting from combining the
vague prior with the 2016/17 growing season’s data (top), the 2017/18 growing
season’s data (middle) and a combination of both (bottom). This was done for
the double sigmoidal model considering the growing degree day scale, instead of
calendar day.
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Figure 11.49: Traceplots of the samples of ∆α , produced in order to conduct
parametric approximation of the posterior distributions resulting from combining
the vague prior with the 2016/17 growing season’s data (top), the 2017/18 growing
season’s data (middle) and a combination of both (bottom). This was done for
the double sigmoidal model considering the growing degree day scale, instead of
calendar day.
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Figure 11.50: Traceplots of the samples of β0, produced in order to conduct para-
metric approximation of the posterior distributions resulting from combining the
vague prior with the 2016/17 growing season’s data (top), the 2017/18 growing
season’s data (middle) and a combination of both (bottom). This was done for
the double sigmoidal model considering the growing degree day scale, instead of
calendar day.
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Figure 11.51: Traceplots of the samples of ∆β , produced in order to conduct
parametric approximation of the posterior distributions resulting from combining
the vague prior with the 2016/17 growing season’s data (top), the 2017/18 growing
season’s data (middle) and a combination of both (bottom). This was done for
the double sigmoidal model considering the growing degree day scale, instead of
calendar day.
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Figure 11.52: Traceplots of the samples of γ0, produced in order to conduct para-
metric approximation of the posterior distributions resulting from combining the
vague prior with the 2016/17 growing season’s data (top), the 2017/18 growing
season’s data (middle) and a combination of both (bottom). This was done for
the double sigmoidal model considering the growing degree day scale, instead of
calendar day.
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Figure 11.53: Traceplots of the samples of γ1, produced in order to conduct para-
metric approximation of the posterior distributions resulting from combining the
vague prior with the 2016/17 growing season’s data (top), the 2017/18 growing
season’s data (middle) and a combination of both (bottom). This was done for
the double sigmoidal model considering the growing degree day scale, instead of
calendar day.
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(a) α0 (b) ∆α

(c) β0 (d) ∆β

(e) γ0 (f) γ1

Figure 11.54: Traceplots of the parameters of the double sigmoidal model (on the
Growing Degree Days scale), having fit the Bayesian model to the 2018/19 grow-
ing season’s data, using the set of uninformed (vague) priors. Different colours
represent differing numbers of datapoints being included in the modelling proce-
dure.
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(a) α0 (b) ∆α

(c) β0 (d) ∆β

(e) γ0 (f) γ1

Figure 11.55: Traceplots of the parameters of the double sigmoidal model (on
the Growing Degree Days scale), having fit the Bayesian model to the 2018/19
growing season’s data, using the priors informed on the 2016/17 growing season’s
data. The black line represents the sampled parameters before observations were
included in the model. Different colours represent differing numbers of datapoints
being included in the modelling procedure.
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(a) α0 (b) ∆α

(c) β0 (d) ∆β

(e) γ0 (f) γ1

Figure 11.56: Traceplots of the parameters of the double sigmoidal model (on
the Growing Degree Days scale), having fit the Bayesian model to the 2018/19
growing season’s data, using the priors informed on the 2017/18 growing season’s
data. The black line represents the sampled parameters before observations were
included in the model. Different colours represent differing numbers of datapoints
being included in the modelling procedure.
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(a) α0 (b) ∆α

(c) β0 (d) ∆β

(e) γ0 (f) γ1

Figure 11.57: Traceplots of the parameters of the double sigmoidal model (on
the Growing Degree Days scale), having fit the Bayesian model to the 2018/19
growing season’s data, using the priors informed on both the 2016/17 and 2017/18
growing season’s data. The black line represents the sampled parameters before
observations were included in the model. Different colours represent differing
numbers of datapoints being included in the modelling procedure.
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